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JUN 0 2 2010
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C

)

Plaintiffs,
-vsBIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER
ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
COUNSEL ENTERED MAY 25,
2010

Defendants.
_______________________________
)
COME NOW, Defendants Big Bite Excavation, Inc. and Piper Ranch, LLC, by and
through their counsel of record, the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby submit
this Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's Order on Motion to DisqualifY Counsel entered

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED
MAY 25,2010- 1

ORIGINAl

May 25, 2010. This Motion

IS

supported by the Affidavit of Michael J. Hanby II, filed

contemporaneously herewith.
INTRODUCTION

On or about March 5, 2010, Defendants filed their Motion to Disqualify Counsel.
Plaintiffs submitted their Response on or about March 22, 2010. Defendants' Motion was based
primarily on the Plaintiffs' use of Bates numbered documents WT 0165, 0166, and 0167
produced by Plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs further included those documents as Exhibit 14 to the

deposition of Julie Schelhom.
The Plaintiffs' use of those documents is improper because Plaintiffs are attempting to
use them to show that the Defendants did not observe the corporate formalities and that the
Plaintiffs should be allowed to pierce the corporate veil.

See Plaintifft' Motion to Amend

Complaint. Plaintiffs argue that because Piper Ranch paid TJ Angstman with a Big Bite check

that piercing the corporate veil is appropriate.
This is clearly improper under I.R.C.P. 1.8. because the information contained in the
checks and invoices are only known to Plaintiffs because of the former attorney-client
relationship between TJ Angstman, his law firm, and the Defendants. In other words, Plaintiffs
are attempting to use information learned about the Defendants during the course of Angstman's
representation of them. On May 25, 2010, this Court entered its Order on Motion to Disqualify
Counsel denying Defendants' Motion. Further, there is no question that the billing statement and
check, as well as any supporting testimony regarding those documents is confidential. Affidavit
ofMichael J Hanby II ("Hanby Aff."), Ex. A, Idaho State Bar Formal Ethics Opinion #136.

For the following reasons, Defendants request that this Court reconsider its decision
denying Defendants' Motion to Disqualify.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED
MAY25,2010-2

ARGUMENT
A. Legal Standard
The decision to grant or deny a motion to disqualify counsel is within the discretion of
the trial court. Weaver v. Lupher, 120 Idaho 692, 819 P.2d 110 (Ct. App. 1991). Four factors
are considered when determining whether an appearance of impropriety alone will give a party
standing to interfere with an adverse party's choice of counsel:
(1) whether the motion is being made for the purpose of harassing the defendant,
(2) whether the party bringing the motion will be damaged in some way if the
motion is not granted, (3) whether there are any alternative solutions, or is the
proposed solution the least damaging possible under the circumstances, and (4)
whether the possibility of public suspicion with outweigh any benefits that might
accrue due to continued representation.
!d. at p. 115.

B. The Documents Comprising Exhibit 14 to Julie Schelhorn's Deposition were
Produced by Plaintiffs
In denying the Motion to Disqualify, the Court analyzed the use of a check and billing
statement produced at the deposition of Julie Schelhorn and stated:
It is not clear from the record of this court which party produced the
records comprising Exhibit 14 to Julie Schelhorn's deposition. If those records
were produced by Julie Schelhorn without objection from her counsel, the claim
that Angstman Law was inappropriately using confidential information protected
by the attorney-client privilege fails. Since the record is not clear on that issue,
Big Bite Excavation, Inc. and Piper Ranch, LLC's have not met their burden of
establishing the grounds for the disqualification sought and the motion should be
denied.
Order, p. 7.
The fact that the documents in question were produced by Plaintiffs is not a contested
Issue. The documents were first produced by Plaintiffs on or about December 21, 2009 through
discovery as bates numbered documents WT 0165, WT 0166, and WT 0167. The "WT" stands
for "Wandering Trails." Thereafter, the Plaintiffs questioned Julie Schelhorn regarding those
documents during her deposition and attached them as Exhibit 14.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED

MAY 25,2010-3

Further, Defendants propounded the following Interrogatory to Plaintiffs:
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: On or about December 21, 2009, Liquid Realty
and Wandering Trails produced documents responsive to Piper Ranch, LLC's
First Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests for Production
of Documents as bates numbered documents WT 0001 through WT 0699. Please
explain how Liquid Realty came to be in possession of the documents bates
labeled as WT 0166 and WT 0167.

Plaintiffs thereafter propounded the following response:
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Piper Ranch, LLC's, First Set of
Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests and Requests for
Production of Documents defined "you" to include "the party to whom these
interrogatories are addressed, and your past or present attorneys, agents,
employees, officers, representatives, adjusters, investigators, and any other
"person" who is in possession, or who has obtained, information on your behalf."
Subsequently, Interrogatory No. 2 requested Wandering Trails, LLC, to
"separately identify each instance of a communication, discussion or contact
between you and your representatives and each party to this action which is in any
way related to any issue in the action or which you intend to offer in evidence at
the trial of this action for any purpose." Request for Production No. 2 requested
production of any document identified in the Answer to Interrogatory No.2.

In Response to this Interrogatory and Request for Production, which
clearly requested documents in possession of Wandering Trails, as well as its
attorneys, Angstman, Johnson & Associates reviewed past files related to
"each party to this action" for documents responsive to this request. It was this
search of documents which turned up the check and check stub labeled WT 0166
and WT 0167. The documents were subsequently turned over to Wandering
Trails pursuant to Piper Ranch's request, and were then produced in Wandering
Trails' discovery responses.
Hanby Aff., Ex. B, Plaintiff Wandering Trails, LLC's Responses to Defendant Piper Ranch,
LLC's Second Set ofInterrogatories to Plaintiff Wandering Trails, LLC (emphasis added).
Two things are clear from this response. First, there is no question that the documents
were produced by Wandering Trails.

Second, the only way Wandering Trails came into

possession of these documents was from TJ Angstman rummaging through his files created
when the Schelhorns were his clients, finding the information, and then attempting to use it in the
present litigation to the detriment of the Schdhorns.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED
fv1AY 25,2010-4

0

Quite simply, there is no dispute that Wandering Trails produced the documents in
question through discovery and that Wandering Trails produced the documents again during the
deposition of Julie Shelhorn. Therefore, there can be no question that the Defendants have met
their burden on this issue.
C. Defendants Risk Further Damage if the Motion is not Granted

The Court also expressed concern that there "has not been a sufficient showing by Big
Bite Excavation, Inc., Piper Ranch, LLC and the Schelhorns that they will be further damaged
other than the allegations of what has already occurred if the motion is not granted." Order, p.
11.
The fact that TJ Angstman is willing to go through his confidential files to obtain
documents to use against his former clients in subsequent litigation in contravention of I.R.C.P.
1.8 indicates that there is a continuing concern for further confidential disclosures. Angstman
found it helpful to his side to disclose these documents in support of his Motion to Amend. If
other confidential documents support a future motion or opposition, it is blatantly clear that
Angstman will have no qualms about digging through his files again and turn over whatever self
serving document he finds to support his position. As such, the Schelhorns are at further risk of
similar future disclosures if Angstman Law is allowed to continue to represent Plaintiffs.
D. The Motion to Disqualify is Timely

The Court further notes in its Order that Defendants have "failed to explain why this
motion was filed nearly a year after this litigation commenced. The Schelhorns have been aware
of these various relationships from the time this case was filed.

This raises the question of

whether their motion meets the requirement that such a motion to disqualify be filed 'with
promptness and reasonable diligence."' Order, p. 7. However, it is not the mere existence ofthe
relationships between the parties that requires disqualification, it is the Plaintiffs' use of the
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED
MAY 25,2010-5

confidential documents to argue that Plaintiffs should be allowed to pierce the corporate veil of
Defendants.
When bringing a motion to disqualify, the court may consider whether it was filed "with
promptness and reasonable diligence once the facts upon which the motion is based have
become known." Crown v. Hawkins Co., Ltd., 128 Idaho 114, 910 P.2d 786 (Ct. App. 1996)
(emphasis added).
Here, the Schelhorns knew of the relationship among the parties at the outset of litigation.
Big Bite and Piper Ranch each filed an Answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint on June 25, 2009.
Defendants sent Angstman Law a letter on February 19,2010 formally asking them to withdraw.
Hanby Aff., Ex. C. However, Plaintiffs' counsel refused.
Moreover, it was not until December 21, 2009 that Plaintiffs produced the documents in
question. More importantly, it was not until March 3, 2010 that Plaintiffs filed a Motion to
Amend the Complaint in which Plaintiffs utilized the documents for the first time in a manner
adverse to the Schelhorns. Five (5) days later, on March 8, 2010, Defendants filed their Motion
to Disqualify Counsel. March 3, 2010 was the first time that Plaintiffs had attempted

to~

confidential information against Angstman's former clients. In other words, "the facts upon
which the motion is based" became known on March 3, 2010 and Defendants filed the Motion to
Disqualify a mere five (5) days later.

Because only five days lapsed between Defendants

learning of the improper use of the documents and the filing of the Motion, there can be no
question that Defendants' Motion to Disqualify was filed timely.

E. Objections Not Raised at Deposition are Preserved for Trial
The Court also pointed out that "there was no objection in the deposition record to the use
of Exhibit 14 during the deposition." Order, p. 6. However, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
32(b) clearly states that "objection may be made at the trial or hearing to receiving in evidence
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED
MAY 25, 2010-6

0

any deposition or part thereof for any reason which would require the exclusion of the evidence
if the witness were then present and testifying."
Further, the use of Exhibit 14 changed when the documents were used to support
Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend by arguing that Plaintiffs were entitled to pierce the corporate veil.
As such, the failure to object to Exhibit 14 of the deposition should have no bearing on the
Court's decision.
CONCLUSION

The four factors considered in deciding whether to grant or deny a motion to disqualify
indicate that disqualification is necessary and proper. First, as the Court previously noted, there
is no evidence that this Motion was filed for the purpose of harassment.
Second, the use of the invoice and check to argue that Defendants do not abide by the
corporate formalities is an improper use of information learned during Angstman's
representation. Just as important, there is a continuing danger that Angstman will search his files
and uncover more confidential information to use against his former clients.
Third, the only way to prevent further disclosures of confidential information is for
Angstman Law to be disqualified. Further, disqualification is the least burdensome remedy
because trial is not to begin until September 25, 2011-over 16 months from now.

Thus,

Plaintiffs will not be burdened by any delay caused by disqualification.
Fourth, the Court recognized the appearance of impropriety and stated that "[i]t is
unsettling to this court that an attorney engaged in a 'joint business venture gone awry' litigation
against a former client is being represented in the dispute by the attorney's law firm; a firm that
previously represented the opposing party." Order, p. 10. However, it becomes even more
unsettling when that former attorney begins using confidential information learned during the
course of representation of the Defendants against them. In other words, the existence of the
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL ENTERED
Jv:tAY 25,2010-7

relationship among the parties combined with the inappropriate use of confidential documents
indicates that any benefit of maint~ining Angstman Law as the attorneys for Plaintiffs is clearly
outweighed by the "public suspicion" that will accrue due to continued representation.
Further, as argued above, the Defendants were in contact with Plaintiffs regarding this
issue and requested that they withdraw. However, the issue becqme even more pointed when
Plaintiffs attempted to use the check and invoices generated during Angstman's representation of
Defendants to argue that Defendants did not observe corporate formalities. It is not that these
documents indicate a relationship among the parties existed, but that Plaintiffs are attempting to
use information learned during the course of representation to the detriment of Defendants in its
Motion to Amend Complaint. Defendants filed their Motion to Disqualify a mere FIVE days
after Plaintiffs filed their Motion to Amend. Therefore, there can be no doubt that Defendants
timely responded.
Based on the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request that this Court reconsider its
previous Order and grant Defendants' Motion to Disqualify Counsel.
DATED this

1 "'4
;-.-- day of June, 2010.

DINIUS LAW

~1·~/zz
=o

By:
Kevin E. Dinius
{
Michael J. Hanby II
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
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)
)
)
)
)

)

~~

BIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,

)
)
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)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J.
HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER
ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
COUNSEL

Defendants.
_______________________________
)

STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
)
County of Canyon
MICHAEL J. HANBY II, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF ORDER
ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COUNSEL- 1

ORJ~tl\r A r

1.

I am one of the attorneys for Defendants in this matter and make this Affidavit on

the basis of my own personal knowledge and/or belief.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Idaho State Bar

Formal Ethics Opinion #136.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff Wandering

Trails, LLC's Responses to Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC's Second Set of Interrogatories to
Plaintif!Wandering Trails, LLC.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of Defendants'

counsel's February 19,2010 letter to Angstman Law formally asking them to withdraw.
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
DATED this

1

,J_

day of June, 2010.

<Jt-1:-

SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this _c:::-'<
_ _ day of June, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the

J. ~day of June, 2010, a true and correct

copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
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US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile -No. 853-0117
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IDAHO~TATE BAR
FORMAL ETHICS OPINION #136 1

The Idaho State Bar has received several requests to .address issues related to insurance defense
·"·
practice. Those questions are: ·
Question# 1: May an ·attorney whose professio~al services are paid bla person other than
the client, disclose, without client consent, to third parties such as an in§urer' s outside auditing
the
service, client information in detailed, narrative billing statements w],lich
. d~$cribe
_,;;:..
professional services rendered?
; .~f)~ "'
'\

Question #2: If the answer to the first question is ''no" may the lawy~r accept a client consent
obtained by the insurer? May a lawyer be required as a condition of the employment to obtain
such a waiver from the client?
·'>,!.'!..J•'

Question #3: May an attorney whose professional services are paid by ra per_son
other than the
,
client ethically comply with detailed, narrative billing guidelines of the p~rson paying the
billing?
:':.

,,,.\

.,,

Answer 1: No.

.

'('
·~

An attorney cannot disclose to an auditor, without the client 1s consent, information
protected by Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct ("IRPC") 1.6, except for disclosures that
are impliedly authorized to carry out the representation. The exception for disclosures
that are impliedly authorized is to be narrowly construed, and does not allow the
attorney's disclosure, without specific client consent, of client information to a third party
hired by the insurance company.

Answer 2: No to both questions.
.

,,

Personal and specific inquiry with the client is required before acting upon a waiver of a
client's expectation of confidentiality.

1
Portions of the language and reasoning emplo~ed in this opinion are borrowed from Washington State Bar
Association Opinion #195. The Idaho State Bar wishes to acknowledge the WSBA for its efforts in issuing its
opinion.

EXHIBIT A

Answer 3: Yes, providing certain conditions are met.
An attorney whose professional services are paid by a person other than the client can
ethically comply with "Billing Guidelines" of the person paying the billing~ provided the
billing Guidelines do not: (1) require disclosure of information relating to the client,
without the client's consent; (2) interfere with the attorney's independent professional
judgment or with the attorney-client reiationship; or (3) direct or regulate the attorney~s
independent professional judgment in rendering legal services to the client.

BACKGROUl\TD FACTS
Historically, insurance defense attorneys have sent their bills to the insurance company for
payment. These bills are detailed and typically include the name of the client, information
about the nature of the legal services performed, information about specific research conducted
by the attorney, and information which would tend to disclose strategic decisions made with
regard to the case. In some instances legal bills include information which would be
embarrassing to the client.
Many insurers have issued "Billing Guidelines" to defense counsel. Recently, some insurers
have begun a process of retaining independent auditing firms to review bills submitted by their
defense lawyers. Some insurers have requested that lawyers send their bills directly to the
outside auditing service, either by hard copy or computer disk.
The outside auditing service reviews and makes recommendations for payment or nonpayment
of defense counsers billings based on compliance or noncompliance with certain "Billing
Procedures" and "Billing Guidelines" which have been adopted by the particular insurance
company.
Payment for professional services is based on "adequate descriptions" contained in the billing
statement. "Adequate descriptions" often require the identity of all participants in and the
purpose of, a conference, letter, call or meeting; the specific issue involved; and specific
information about the nature of what was discussed, reviewed or decided which may require
disclosure of specific tactics and strategic information about the defense of litigation
irrespective of whether the information is otherwise privileged, embarrassing to the client, or
may involve matters of dispute between the client and the insurer. None of the activities of the
auditmg service involves the direct investigation or defense of the claim.
"Inadequate description" of communications with the clients (insureds) and their personal
attorneys, has been the basis for denial of payment by an auditing service where defense
counsel, in "reservation of rights" cases (as well as in cases not involving reservation of
rights), did not specifically explain what was discussed in client conversations. Auditing
services have "reservation of rights" applied the same "adequate description'' standards and
requirements in reservation of rights cases.

DISCUSSION

Question #1

In drafting this opinion, much consideration was focused on who is the client. The
Washington State Bar Association noted that that while there is something of a "tripartite"
relationship between the insurer, the insured and the lawyer, in that state the lawyer's ethical
responsibilities are toward the insured. Tank v. State Farm, 715 P.2d 1133 (1986). There are
no Idaho cases as directly on point. Ultimately, for these purposes, it is not necessary to focus
on whether the insurer is the client -- it is sufficient to note that the insured un~uestionably is a
client, owed undeniable duties under the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct.
IRPC 1.6 is very broad in its prohibition against revealing information about a client's cause.
That rule states:
Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality of Information

(a)
A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to representation of a client unless
the client consents after consultation, except for disclosures that are impliedly authorized
in order to carry out the representation, and except as stated in paragraph (b).
(b)

* * *

The modern rule of confidentiality, prohibiting revelation of "infonnation" is, in fact, much
broader than the old DR 4-lOl(C), which prohibited revelation of a client's "confidences and
secrets" without consent.
Because disclosing information to a third party auditor clearly involves communication of
information relating to the representation, it falls within the prohibition of Rule 1.6.
Some commentators have suggested that insureds give implied consent to disclosure to third
parties by virtue of having purchased a policy of insurance. We do not agree with this
conclusion. The exception for disclosures that are impliedly authorized is to be narrowly
construed, and does not allov,r disclosure of confidential client infonnation to a third party
hired by the insurance company without specific client consent. While a better argument can
be made that an insured gives implied consent to disclosure of most information to the
insurance company itself, 3 there is no reason to believe that the average policy-holder is even
aware of the issues surrounding auditing of defense bills, much less has given implied consent.
2
·

While discussing the exact nature of the relationship between the insurer and the lawyer is not essential to this
opinion, it could be a substantial issue in other contexts. For instance, it has been suggested that unless the insurer
is a client, disclosure of the insured's information to an outside auditor might be a waiver of the evidentiary
attorney-client privilege. Such an interpretation of the Idaho Rules of Evidence is beyond the scope of this
opinion.
3
In most cases an insured has a contractual duty to cooperate with the insurer in the defense of the case. This
necessitates disclosure of information to the insurer, and most insureds would be presumed to understand this

Because disclosure to third-party auditors does not fall within any defined exception to Rule
1.6, and because implied waiver should be narrowly construed, the first question should be
answered negatively.

Question #2
The next question is whether a lawyer may act upon a waiver obtained by the insurer, whether
in boilerplate contract language or in a release form signed after the casualty occurs.
Additionally, we are asked whether a lawyer may be required to obtain such a waiver as a
condition of accepting insurance defense employment.
In both instances, the answer is "no," because the lawyer's independent professional judgment
requires a personal determination as to whether such a waiver is in the client's best interest. It
is inconceivable that such a judgment can be made without consulting with the client and
considering the specific circumstances of each case.
IRPC 1.2(a) makes it clear that a client is to be consulted about important decisions in the
representation:
Rule 1.2 -Scope of Representation

(a)
A lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions concerning the objectives of
representation subject to paragraphs (c), (d) and (e), and shall consult with the client as to
the means by which they are to be pursued. A lawyer shall abide by a client's decision
whether to accept an offer of settlement of a matter. In a criminal case, the lawyer shall
abide by the client's decision, after consultation with the lawyer, as to a plea to be
entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether the client will testify.
The comment to Rule 1.2 states, in part:

* * *[A] client also has a right to consult with the lawyer about the means to be used in
pursuing those objectives [of the representation}.
Rule 1. 7 requires that a lawyer not allow personal considerations to interfere with independent
professional judgment on behalf of a client.
Rule 1.7- Conflict of Interest: General rule

(a)

A lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation of that client will be
directly adverse to another client, unless:

consideration. In the case of a conflict between the rights of the insured and the insurer, however, it is easy to
conceive of a situation where disclosure even to the insurer would be impemrissible.

(b)

(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not adversely affect the
relationship with the other client; and
(2) each client consents after consultation.
A lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation of that client may be
materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client or to a third
person> or by the lawyer's own interests, unless:
(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not be adversely
affected~ and
(2) the client consents after consultation. When representation of multiple clients
in a single matter is undertaken, the consultation shall include explanation ofthe
implication of the common representation and the advantages and risks involved.

If a lawyer is required to commit to obtaining concessions from a client prior to even accepting
that case, then the lawyer is permitting the prospect of future employment to interfere with
independent professional judgment on behalf of a client.
In the generally rare circumstance where a lawyer can independently conclude that a client
could properly give consent to disclosing the information to third parties, conveying the
insurers request that the insured consent to billings being reviewed by an outside audit service
would not interfere with the attorney's independent professional judgment or with the attorneyclient relationship.
Conversely, a requirement that defense counsel seek or obtain the informed consent of the
insured to disclose client confidences or secrets in billings to be submitted to the insurer or its
outside auditing service, would invoke the prohibitions in IRPC 1. 7 and place defense counsel
in an impossible situation, requiring withdrawal from the representation.
The issue is not whether the waiver would be a major concern for most clients. Rather, the
issue is, under what circumstances, if any, would independent counsel for the client
recommend that the client consent to disclosure of confidences or secrets to third persons? If
there is the slightest risk of embarrassment to the client or waiver of privileged information
independent counsel would have an affirmative duty to recommend against disclosure.
Silence in the face of an affirmative duty to recommend against disclosure would be as
egregious as a recommendation to consent to disclosure. Defense counsel who was required to
seek or to obtain the insured's consent to disclosure would proceed to do so only by advancing
counsel's own self-interests over the interests of a third party, the insurer, in contravention of
rules 1.7(b) and 1.8(t). Thus, a "requirement" to seek or obtain the client's consent to
disclosure would put defense counsel in an ethical dilemma requiring withdrawal from the
representation.

Question #3
The third and final question presented is whether a lawyer may comply with "billing
guidelines" promulgated by the insurer. The guidelines typically establish time and cost
parameters for discrete legal tasks within the representation. Thus, a lawyer may be advised
that only "X" number of hours of billings will be paid for particular aspect of the
representation, e.g., a motion to compel discovery, or a non-party deposition.
Billing guidelines directly between a lawyer and a client are a matter of contract between those
two parties and are generally appropriate. The billing guidelines at issue here are not coming
from the client, but rather from a third party paying the bill for the client. Again, the issue is
not whether the insurer is also a client of the lawyer, but that decisions about handling the case
are being made by someone else. The fact that the insurer may or may not also be a client
does not change the fact that the insurer, as an outside entity, is directing the lawyer's
independent professional judgment vis a vis the interests of the insured.
IRPC 1. 8(f) states:
Rule 1.8 - Conflict of Interest: Prohibited Transactions

***

(f)
A lawyer shall not accept compensation for representing a client from one other
than the client unless:
(1) the client consents after consultation;
(2) there is no interference with the lawyer's independence of professional
judgment or with the client-lawyer relationship; and
(3) information relating to representation of a client is protected as required by
Rule 1.6.

As already noted, IRPC 1. 7 (b) prohibits a lawyer from representing a client if the
representation of that client may be limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to a third person or
by the lawyer's own interests, unless the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not
be adversely affected, and the client consents in writing after consultation and full disclosure.
IRPC 5.4(c) requires that a lawyer shall not permit a person who pays the lawyer to render
legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in rendering
such legal services.
A billing guideline of a person other than the client that compels or requires disclosure of
client confidences or secrets in detailed, narrative descriptions of legal services rendered,
absent client consent, requires conduct in violation ofiRPC 1.6, 1.7, 1.8(t) and 5.4.

\,

A billing guideline that limits or restricts time spent by counsel performing services which
counsel considers necessary to adequate representation, such as periodic review of pleadings,
conducting depositions, or in preparing or defending against a summary judgment motion,
endeavors to direct or regulate the lawyer's professional judgment in violation of IRPC 5.4(c).
These limitations are, by necessity, general provisions that have not taken into account the
vagaries of a particular case.
Absent client consent an attorney may not ethically comply with the billing guidelines of a
person other than the client who pays the lawyer's bill.
A lawyer being paid pursuant to billing guidelines of a person other than the client must
initially consult with the client at the outset of the representation, and consult with the client
periodically thereafter as circumstances may require, and obtain the client's informed consent
to any limitations imposed on the lawyer's representation.
Where a lawyer reasonably believes that representation of the client will be materially affected
by any limitations in billing guidelines of the person paying the billings, the lawyer must
withdraw, subject to the requirements of IRPC 1.15, and notify the client of the basis for the
withdrawal.
Conclusion

'=~~~~~-+~---L~--~~--v-
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Commission~F--

c:~::::~/L~-·····
Cqmmissioner

The Commission also considered the opinions of the following jurisdictions. Alabama (Op. 98-02); Kentucky
(Op. E-404); Louisiana; Maryland (Op. 99-7); Massachusetts (1977-T53); Nebraska (Letter Op. 1/8/98); Oregon;

South Carolina (Op. 97-22); Utah (Op. 98-03); and Vermont (Op. 98-7).
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Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83 703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF IDAHO IN
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12
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WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
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vs.

Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396
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BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
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22
23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Counterclaimant,

25
26

vs.
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B

3

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation,

4

Counterdefendants.

2

5
6
7

8
9
10

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,

11
12

13
14
15

vs.
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,

16

Defendants.

17
18

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, ANGSTMAN

19

JOHNSON, and hereby responds to Defendant Piper Ranch, LLC's Second Set of

20

Interrogatories to Plaintiff Wandering Trails, LLC as follows:
21

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

22
23

All answers and responses set forth in this document, including any subsequent

24

amendments or supplements, whether by formal or informal means, are made subject to,

25

and without waiving any right to object based upon, the following conditions, caveats and

26
27
28

29

objections.
PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT PIPER
RANCH, LLC'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIFF
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC
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II
1.
2

WT has not yet completed its document review, investigation of facts

pertaining to this action, discovery, or preparation for trial in this matter and, therefore,

3

answers based upon its current understanding and belief of the facts and information
4
5

presently known to it and reserves the right to supplement or amend any or all of the

6

answers and responses contained in this document as allowed by the Idaho Rules of Civil

7

Procedure.

8

2.

WT objects to each discovery request to the extent it seeks information or

9

10

documents protected against disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney work-

11

product doctrine, or any other judicially recognized protection or privilege. To the extent

12

that any document or information is inadvertently produced in response to any discovery

13

request that is subject to attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product doctrine, or any

14
15
16
17

18

other judicially recognized protection or privilege, such response or production is not to
be construed as a waiver of such protection.
3.

WT objects to each discover; request on the basis that such discovery

request is overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent such request:

19

a.

requires WT to supply information that is not available to it or not

20

21

within its possession, custody, or control;
b.

22
23

requires WT to produce information from individuals or entities

other than the Plaintiff;

24

c.

seeks information or items regarding "each," "all," "every," or

25

26

"any" document(s), person(s), or facts(s) on the basis that such terms are vaguely defined

27
28
29

PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT PIPER
RANCH, LLC'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIFF
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC
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1

2

and excessively broad and that they may include information or items that, despite the
exercise of reasonable diligence, are not immediately located or identified;

3

d.

seeks information or items to which Defendants have equal access,

4
5

or is already within the possession, custody, or control of Defendants; or
e.

6
7

seeks information that is within the scope of, or otherwise

duplicative, of that requested by other discovery requests propounded by Defendants; or

8

£

otherwise exceeds the bounds of discovery as provided in the

9
10
11
12
13

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
4.

WT objects to each discovery request on the basis that such discovery

request is vague and ambiguous to the extent such request seeks information or items that
"relate to," "support," "evidence," "describe," "mention," "refer to," "pertain to,"

14
15

"contradict," "compromise," or "relate to" facts or contentions for the reason that such

16

terms, or their equivalents, do not describe the information sought with sufficient

17

particularity to allow WT to reasonably respond to such requests.

18

5.

WT objects to each discovery request that seeks disclosure of information

19

or items that WT is bound by law, custom, or expectations of third parties, to maintain as
20
21

confidential, including, but not limited to, confidential commercial information, trade

22

secrets, proprietary information, or other sensitive business or other information.

23

INTERROGATORIES

24

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: On or about December 21, 2009, Liquid Realty
25
26

and Wandering Trails produced documents responsive to Piper Ranch, LLC's First Set of

27

28
29

PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT PIPER
RANCH, LLC'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIFF
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC
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Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents as
2

bates numbered documents WT 0001 through WT 0699. Please explain how Liquid

3

Realty [sic] came to be in possession ofthe documents bates labeled as WT 0166 and WT
4

5
6
7

0167.
RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORY NO. 12:

Piper Ranch, LLC's, First Set

of Interrogatories, Requests for Admission and Requests for Production of Documents

8

defined "you" to include "the party to whom these interrogatories are addressed, and your
9
10

past or present attorneys, agents, employees, officers, representatives, adjusters,

11

investigators, and any other "person" who is in possession, or who has obtained,

12

information on your behalf." Subsequently, Interrogatory No. 2 requested Wandering

13

Trails, LLC, to "separately identify each instance of a communication, discussion or

14

15

contact between you and your representatives and each party to this action which is in

16

any way related to any issue in this action or which you intend to offer in evidence at the

17

trial of this action for any purpose." Request for Production No. 2 requested production

18

of any document identified in the Answer to Interrogatory No. 2.

19

In response to this Interrogatory and Request for Production, which clearly
20
21

requested documents in the possession of Wandering Trails, as well as its attorneys,

22

Angstman, Johnson & Associates reviewed past files related to "each party to this action"

23

for documents responsive to this request. It was this search of documents which turned

24

up the check and check stub labeled WT 0166 and WT 0167. The documents were
25
26

27
28

29
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subsequently turned over to Wandering Trails pursuant to Piper Ranch's request, and
2

were then produced in Wandering Trails' discovery responses.

3
4

DATED thiscb

5

day of April, 2010.

6
7

Attorney for the Plaintiffs

8
9

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

10
11
12
13
14

15

16

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thib day of April, 2010, I caused to be served
a true copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S RESPONSES
TO DEFENDANT PIPER RANCH, LLC'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES
TO PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, by the method indicated below, and
addressed to those parties marked served below:
Se~/Party

tJ

Defendants

17
18

19

Counsel
Kevin E. Dinius
Michael Hanby
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Fax: (208) 475-0101

Means of Service

c.g-fu_ Mail, Postage Paid.
0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

20
21
22

23
24
25

26

27
. 28

29

PLAINTIFF WANDERING TRAILS, LLC'S RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT PIPER
RANCH, LLC'S SECOND SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIFF
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC
-PAGE6
Matter: 5407-014

5680 E. FRANKLIN ROAD STE. 130
NAMPA, fDAHO 83687
T. 208-475-0100 F. 208-475-0101
WWW.DINIUSLAW.COM

SOCIATEStc

February 19, 2010

Via facsimile

Matthew T. Christensen
Angstrnan, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, ID 83 703
Re:

Wandering Trails v. Piper Ranch, et al.

Dear Matt:
This letter serves as the Schelhoms' formal request that you withdraw as attorney of
record for the Plaintiffs in this action. For the reasons discussed below, the conflict created by
Mr. Angstman's prior representation of the Defendants creates an incurable conflict of interest.
As you know, when Piper Ranch entered into the agreement with Wandering Trails, Big
Bite was a current client of Mr. Angstrnan. Further, the Schelhoms were former clients of Mr.
Angstman. These relationships create a variety of duties owed by Mr. Angstman and his former
clients.
First, Rule 1.7 defmes conflicts of interest relating to current clients. Specific to this
action, a concurrent conflict exists when there is a significant risk that the representation of one
· or more cli.~nts .will be materially limited by ... the personal interests of the lawyer." The
comments to the Rule also indicate that "a conflict of interest exists if there is a significant risk
that a lawyer's ability to consider, recommend or carry out an appropriate course of action for
the client will be materially limited as a result of the lawyer's other responsibilities or interests.
I.R.P.C. 1.7, Comment 8. Further, "the lawyer's own interests should not be permitted to have
an adverse effect on representation of a client."
Next, Rule 1.9 defines duties owed to foriner clients. Specifically, a lawyer may not "use
information relating to the representation to the disadvantage of the former client ..." The
comment to this Rule states that . "matters are 'substantially related' for purposes of this Rule
if ... there is a substantial risk that confidential factual information as would normally have
been obtained in the prior representation would materially advance the client's position in the
subsequent matter. For example, a lawyer who has represented a businessperson and learned

EXHffiiTC
0001-69

'

,

Matthew T. Christensen
February 19,2010
Page2

extensive private :fmancial information about that person may not then represent that person's
spouse in seeking a divorce." I.R.C.P. 1.9, Comment 3.
Clearly, Mr. A..'1gstman's fina..'1cial interest in Wandering Trails/Liquid Realty is adverse
to the interests of Big Bite and the Schelhorns. It is also clear that Mr. Angstman did not disclose
any terms related to Big Bite in the transaction. Further, neither Big Bite nor the Schelhoms have
consented to the Angstman firm's representation ofPlaintiffs. As contemplated by the Rule, Mr.
Angstman gained confidential information relating to both the Schelhoms and Big Bite, upon
which Mr. Angstman now attempts to capitalize.
Lastly, it is clear that continued representation could cause even further difficulties in the
near future. Rule 3. 7 states that "A lawyer shall not act as advocate at trial in which the lawyer is
likely to be a neces·sary witness" unless certain conditions are met, none of which apply here.
Further; this prohibition is imputed to all members of the firm: when either Rule 1.7 or 1.9 applies,
as they do here. Obviously, Mr. Angstman is a necessary witness to this case who will be
required to testify at trial. Because Rules 1.7 and 1.9 preclude your representation of Plaintiffs,
Rule 3.1 prevents any attorney from Angstman Law representing the Plaintiffs in this action.
Of course, the conflict created by Mr. Angstrnan's representation of Big Bite and the
Schelhorns is imputed to the entire firm, pursuant to Rule 1.1 0. Please be advised that if you do
not withdraw from this action by February 26, 2010, I will file a Motion for Disqualification with
the court. Please feel free to contact me if you wish to discuss the matter.
·
Very truly yours,
DINIUS LAW

cc: clients
cmff:\Clients\S\Schelhom, Tim and Julie 24334\Correspondence\Christensen ltr 02191 O.docx
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Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
J HEfDEMAN, DEPUTY

Attorney for the Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12
13

14
15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

16
17
18

19

20

vs.

Case Nos.:~& CV 09-11396
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED
MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.

21

22

23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Counterclaimant,

25
26

27
28

vs.
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Co oration,

29

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED
MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- PAGE 1
Matter: 218-014
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II
Counterdefendants.
2

3
4

5

6
7

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM ANl) JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,

8

Plaintiffs,
9

10
11
12
13

vs.
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,
Defendants.

14
15

COME NOW the Defendants in the consolidated matter, Thomas J. Angstman
16
17

("Angstman") and Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC ("AJA") by and through

18

their counsel of record, ANGSTMAN JOHNSON, and hereby submit this Reply

19

Memorandum in Support of their Amended Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary

20

Judgment, as follows:
21
22

23
24

1. The Defendants are entitled to summarv judgment because the Plaintiffs fail
to comply with the requirements and procedures of Rule 56.

25

As the Plaintiffs rightly point out, and as argued by the Angstman and AJA in

26

their original motion, a 12(b)(6) Motion which is accompanied by affidavits (or other

27

evidence) is treated as a summary judgment motion under Rule 56. Accordingly, all

28
29

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED
MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- PAGE 2
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II
procedural deadlines of Rule 56 apply, as do the proof and evidence requirements of that
2
3

4
5

6

rule.
It is well established that a party against whom a motion for summary
judgment is sought may not merely rest on allegations contained in his
pleadings, but must come forward and produce evidence by way of
deposition or qffidavit to contradict the assertions of the moving party and
establish a genuine issue ofmaterial fact. This requirement has been made
a part of our Court rules. I.R.C.P. 56(e) states:

7

When a motion for summary judgment is made and
supported as provided in this rule, an adverse party may
not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of his
pleadings, but his response, by affidavits or otherwise
provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing
that there is a genuine issue for trial. If he does not
respond, summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be
entered against him.

8

9
10

11

12
13

McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 770, 820 P.2d 360, 365 (1991) (internal citations

14

omitted; emphasis added).
15

16

Angstman and AJA are entitled to judgment if Big Bite and the Schelhorns fail to

17

ma.lce a showing sufficient to demonstrate the existence of the required elements of their

18

claims. See Thomson v. City ofLewiston, 137 Idaho 473, 476, 50 P.3d 488,491 (2002);

>
19

Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P .2d 126, 127 (1988).
20
21

Here, Big Bite and the Schelhorns have not produced any evidence, by affidavit

22

or otherwise, which shows the existence of the required elements of their claims. This

23

failure to produce any evidence to refute Angstman and AJA's motion is enough, by

24

itself, to warrant the court granting summary judgment to Angstman and AJA.
25
26
27
28

29
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II
2

2. The Plaintiffs fail to present any evidence of a valid fiduciary duty which
could be breached.

3

Big Bite and the Schelhoms base the bulk of their response on their first claim for

4

breach of a fiduciary duty. However, no evidence is presented (by affidavit or otherwise)

5

to further support their claim. Big Bite and the Schelhoms entire claim is that they were

6

owed fiduciary duties as clients of Angstrnan at the time he entered into an agreement
7

8

with Piper Ranch. However, Big Bite and the Schelhoms have presented no evidence of

9

this fact other than the assertions in their Complaint. No affidavits have been presented

10

to establish the existence of an attorney-client relationship (and concomitant fiduciary

11

duty) between Angstrnan or AJA and Big Bite or the Schelhorns at the time of the
12

13

Assignment Agreement regarding the terms of the Assignment Agreement, or anything

14

related to the Wandering Trails development.

15

In fact, a close look at the Agreement itself shows that Angstrnan specifically

16

disclaimed any attorney-client relationship between Piper Ranch, Big Bite and the
17
18

Schelhoms with regard to the Agreement.

Any advice regarding the Assignment

19

Agreement was far outside the scope of Angstrnan's representation of either Big Bite or

20

the previous representation of the Schelhorns.

21

"Before a fiduciary duty can be breached, there must exist a fiduciary
22
23

relationship. A fiduciary relation exists between two parties when one is under a duty to

24

act or to give advice for the benefit of the other upon a matter within the scope of the

25

relation." Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid Services, Inc., 123 Idaho 937, 946, 854 P.2d 280,

26

289 (Ct. App., 1993). "The scope of an attorney's contractual duty to a client is defined

27
28
29

by the purposes for which the attorney is retained." Nagel v. Pioneer Title Co. of Ada
County, 103 Idaho 702, 704, 652 P.2d 650, 652 (1982).
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED
MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- PAGE 4
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II
As these cases explain, a fiduciary duty between an attorney and his client only
2

exists for the "purposes for which the attorney is retained." The fiduciary duty is limited

3

to those purposes. There is no fiduciary relationship for anything outside the scope of the
4
5

6
7

retention of the attorney. Consequently, there can be no breach of a fiduciary duty for
actions outside the scope of the relationship.
Here, neither Angstman nor AJA was representing the Schelhoms or Piper Ranch

8

at the time the Assignment Agreement was entered. The only party being represented by
9
10

Angstman at that time was Big Bite, and that representation was limited to the defense

11

and/or pursuit of the lien foreclosure action in Gem County. There was no relationship

12

between Angstman or AJA and Piper Ranch, Big Bite, or the Schelhoms regarding the

13

Wandering Trails project. Indeed, in the Assignment Agreement, Angstman specifically

14
15

confirmed the lack of any relationship between himself and Big Bite or the Schelhoms

16

regarding that Agreement, and specifically directed Piper Ranch to seek its own separate

17

legal advice.

18

Big Bite rests is fiduciary claim on WTLLC and LRI's claim that they were third-

19

party beneficiaries to an agreement between Big Bite and Piper Ranch to perform work
20
21

on the Wandering Trails project. See Opposition to Defendants' Amended Motion to

22

Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 3-6. However, this argument ignores the fact

23

that Big Bite was not required to do the work for Piper Ranch. Piper Ranch was not

24

required by the Assignment Agreement to have Big Bite do the work - it could have
25
26

hired a completely separate company to do it. At the time of the Assignment Agreement,

27

Angstman understood that Big Bite was most likely going to perform the work.

28

However, Piper Ranch was not obligated to use Big Bite. Additionally, disclosures were

29

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED
MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- PAGE 5
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II
given by Angstman to Big Bite's officers and directors that he was not representing Big
2

Bite in anything related to the Wandering Trails project, which would put any advice

3

regarding that project, or any contracts related thereto, outside the scope of Angstman's
4

5

representation of Big Bite, with no disclosures necessary.

6

There was no fiduciary duty to be breached regarding the Wandering Trails

7

project; Big Bite and the Schelhorns have not produced any evidence to the contrary; and

8

Angstman and AJA are entitled to summary judgment on the Plaintiffs' fiduciary duty
9
10
11

claim.

3.

12

13

The Plaintiffs Declaratory Action and Contribution claims also fail.
With regard to their Declaratory Action and Contribution claims, the Plaintiffs

similarly fail to produce any evidence regarding those claims outside the statements of

14

15

their Complaint. The Plaintiffs response to Angstman and AJA's arguments related to

16

the declaratory Action ignore the argument regarding the correct parties to the transaction

17

being included in this action. In essence, the Plaintiffs simply argue that the New

18

Mexico case cited by Angstman and AJA supports a finding of unconcionability. See

19

Opposition to Defendants' Amended Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment,
20
21

p. 7.

However, a close read of the New Mexico case does not support the stark

22

conclusion drawn by the Plaintiffs.
The New Mexico case stated the following regarding the remedies available to a

Our holding does not mean, however, that clients are without a remedy
when they enter into a contract with their attorney. As indicated by the
commentary to Ru1e 16-108, the rule against attorneys entering into
business transactions with clients was promulgated to ensure that
transactions between clients and attorneys remain fair and reasonable and
to ensure that attorneys do not exercise an unfair advantage over their
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AJA'S AMENDED
MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -PAGE 6
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2
3

4
5

clients. To that end, if there has been an absence of meaningful choice on
the part of one of the parties together with contract terms which are
unreasonably favorable to the other party, a contract may be held to be
unconscionable. Lack of meaningful choice relates to a procedural
analysis of unconscionability and is determined by examining the
circumstances surrounding the contract formation, including the particular
party's ability to understand the terms of the contract and the relative
bargaining power of the parties.

6

Guest v. Allstate Ins. Co., 145 N.M. 797, 807, 205 P.3d 844, 854 (N.M. Ct. App., 2009)
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15
16

17
18

(internal citations omitted).
Idaho courts have explained the requirements for unconscionability of contracts:
Unconscionability has procedural and substantive components. Procedural
unconscionability relates to the bargaining process leading to the
agreement and is characterized by a great disparity in the bargaining
positions of the parties, by extreme need of one party to reach some
agreement (however unfavorable), or by threats short of duress.
Substantive unconscionability focuses on the agreement itself and is a
narrow exception to the general principle that full force and effect must be
given to a valid contract even though its provisions appear unwise or its
enforcement may seem harsh. The elements of one-sidedness, oppression
and unfair surprise are commonly cited in analyses of unconscionability."

Walker v. American Cyanamid Co., 130 Idaho 824, 830, 948 P.2d 1123, 1129 (1997)
(internal citations omitted).

19

Prior to their Opposition memorandum, Big Bite and Schelhoms have not made

20

any allegations of unconscionability. In the memorandum itself, they urge the court to

21

find that, provided a fiduciary duty was breached, the contract itself was unconscionable.
22

23

However, as explained above, the requirements for a breach of fiduciary duty are vastly

24

different from the requirements to find a contract unconscionable. A finding of one does

25

not dictate a finding of another

26

Here, Big Bite and the Schelhoms are sophisticated developers of real property.

27

28

29

They had performed services on a multitude of additional projects. No allegations or
arguments have been made that there was any disparity of bargaining power, that any
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN AND AlA'S AMENDED
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!I
party had an extreme need of the other party, and there were no threats made to either
2

party. There are no allegations of one-sidedness, oppression or Unfair surprise. The only

3

allegation supporting Big Bite and the Schelhoms argument of unconscionability is that
4

5
6

there may have been a breach of a fiduciary duty. However, this is simply not enough to
find a contract unconscionable under Idaho law.

7

Further, Big Bite and the Schelhoms ignore the fact that Angstman was not the

8

only individual involved in the Wandering Trails project. A major stakeholder in the
9

10

project was Mick Bernier, who owned 25% of WTLLC, and was still owed hundreds of

11

thousands of dollars from the project. See Affidavit ofMick Bernier (filed May 27, 201 0),

12

~ 2-6.

13

One of the purposes in not allowing parties to rescind contracts even in the face of

clear violations of the Rules of Professional Conduct is to protect innocent parties who

14
15

16
17
18

were relying on the contract. Here, a rescission of the Assignment Agreement would
unduly impact Mr. Bernier, and should not be allowed.
Big Bite and the Schelhoms are not entitled to a rescission of the Assignment
Agreement. Not only were they not parties to that Agreement, but a rescission is not a

19

proper remedy for any potential breach of a fiduciary duty. Accordingly, Angstman and
20
21
22

23

AJA are entitled to summary judgment on this claim.
Regarding the contribution claim, Big Bite and the Schelhoms sole argument is
that Angstman should be required to "indemnify Third-Party Plaintiffs for any loss

24

suffered to Wandering Trails" because of Big Bite and the Schelhorns entering into
25

26

transactions without being informed of Angstman's role in the transaction.

27

argument, however, ignores the bare facts of the transaction.

28

completely aware of Angstman's role in the transaction.

This

The Schelhoms were

Additionally, Angstman

29
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disclosed his role and the risks of the project. The Schelhorns were aware of every aspect
2

of the transaction. Accordingly, they and Big Bite are not entitled to indemnification or

3

contribution from Angstman if they are found liable to Wandering Trails.
4
5

4.

The Plaintiff's respondeat superior claim also fails.

6

Again, the Plaintiffs have failed to meet their burden under IRCP 56 in response

7

to AJA's respondeat superior arguments- no facts or evidence has been presented other

8

than the statements made in the Complaint. An employer can orJy be held responsible
9
10

for the acts of its employee, when that employee is acting within the scope of his or her

11

employment. See Finholt v. Cresto, 143 Idaho 894, 897, 155 P.3d 695, 698 (2007).

12

Whether an employee is acting within the scope of his employment is not always a

13

factual question that must await a jury determination.

Podolan v. Idaho Legal Aid

14

15

Services, Inc., 123 Idaho 937, 945, 854 P.2d 280, 288 (Ct. App., 1993). Here, the only

16

facts at issue (Angstman's affidavits) establish that anything he did on the Wandering

17

Trails project was outside the scope of his employment by AJA. The Plaintiffs have

18

produced nothing to refute this fact. Absent Angstman's actions being within the scope

19

of his employment by AJA, there is no issue of fact that the respondeat superior claim
20

21

fails, and AJA is entitled to summary judgment on that claim.
CONCLUSION

22

23

The Plaintiffs fail to present any evidence to support their Complaint as required

24

by Rule 56. There was no fiduciary relationship between Angstman and the Plaintiffs
25
26

regarding the Wandering Trails project, and thus no duty could be breached. Even if a

27

fiduciary duty was breached (which Angstman and AJA do not concede), the Plaintiffs

28

are not entitled to rescind the contract or to contribution or indemnification from

29
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Angstman. Lastly, as Angstman was not acting within the scope of his employment by
2
3

AJA, AJA cannot be held liable under a respondeat superior claim. For these reasons,
Angstman and AJA respectfully request the court grant them summary judgment on each

4

5

of the Plaintiffs' claims.

6

7

DATEDthis

J

dayofJune,2010.

~k~~

8

9
10

MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN
Attorney for the Defendants

11
12
13

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

14
15

16

17
18

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of June, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ANGSTMAN
AND AJA'S AMENDED MOTION TO DISMISS/MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked
served below:

19

Served Party
20
21

~ Plaintiffs

22

Counsel

Means of Service

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687

0

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.

0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

23

(208) 475-0101

24

E.rfax Transmittal

w~

25
26

Matthew T. Christensen

27

28
29
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2
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Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
5
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
6 Boise, Idaho 83703
---------------------- ~-elephone;-(-20~}-384=8588--------------------------------------GANYO!''! Gt~-fo,i.T-¥-CLE12¥-----------------7
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
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8

9

10

Attorney for the Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12
13
14

15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

16
17

18
19

20

vs.

Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.

21

22
23

24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Counterclaimant,

25
26
27
28

vs.
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation,

ORIGlNAL

29
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Counterdefendants.
2

3
4

5
6
7

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, fNC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,

8

Plaintiffs,
9
10
11

12
13

vs.
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,
Defendants.

14
15

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, AN OSTMAN
16
17

JOHNSON, and hereby respond to the Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Order

18

on Motion to Disqualify Counsel entered May25, 2010, as follows:

19

PROCEDURALANDFACTUALBACKGROUND

20

The Complaint in this matter was filed on May 26, 2009. On November 17, 2009,
21

22

Piper Ranch served its First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of

23

Documents on the Plaintiff, Wandering Trails, LLC. In these First Set of Interrogatories

24

and Requests for Production, Piper Ranch defined "you" to include WTLLC and LRI's

25

attorneys (i.e., Angstrnan, Johnson & Associates, PLLC ("AJA"). Affidavit of Matthew
26

27

zs

T. Christensen in Response to Motion io Disqualify Counsel, filed March 23, 2010

(hereinafter "First Christensen Affidavit"), Exhibit A (page 5).

Piper Ranch then

29
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requested WTLLC and LRI to "separately identify and produce any and all documents
2

3

which pertain to any issue in this action." !d., Exhibit A (pages 5 & 11). In response to
this request, Piper Ranch instructed its attorneys to review their files for documents

4
5

responsive to this request. Documents were then produced based on this request. See

6

Affidavit of lvfichael J Hanby II in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Order on

7

Motion to Disqualify Counsel (hereinafter "Hanby Affidavit"), Exhibit B (page 5).

8

Subsequently, on January 11, 2010, the Defendants sent an Amended Notice of

9

Deposition of Thomas J. Angstman. See Affidavit ofMatthew T. Christensen in Response
10
11

to Motion for Reconsideration (hereinafter "Second Christensen Affidavit"), Exhibit A.

12

In the Notice of Deposition, Piper Ranch and Big Bite requested Mr. Angstman produce

13

"any and all documents related to any contact" he had ever had. with Tim or Julie

14

Schelhom, Piper Ranch, or Big Bite. !d.

On January 11, 2010, after reviewing the

15

16

Amended Notice of Deposition, Mr. Christensen (counsel for Wandering Trails) spoke

17

with Mr. Hanby (counsel for Piper Ranch and Big Bite) regarding the scope of the

18

deposition notice. !d.,~ 4. Mr. Christensen specifically stated that the deposition notice

19

requested documents related to "any contact" with the individuals listed, and would
20
21

include any files and other work performed by Mr. Angstman for those individuals. Id.

22

Mr. Hanby clarified that Piper Ranch and Big Bite were requesting that all of those

23

documents be included and produced at Mr. Angstman's deposition, if not already

24

produced in discovery. Id. Accordingly, all files maintained by Mr. Angstman and AJA

25
26

27

related to the Schelhorns, Piper Ranch, and Big Bite, were produced for inspection at Mr.
Angstman's deposition. !d.,~ 5.

28

29
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Angstman,Johnson

'

Subsequent to Mr. Angstmari's deposition, the IRCP 30(b)(6) deposition ofPiper
2

Ranch was taken.

As the deadline for amending the Complaint loomed, Wandering

3

Trails and Liquid Realty filed a Motion to Amend the Complaint, to add an alter ego
4

5

s

claim against the Schelhorns and Big Bite.

The billing statement and check were

included as reasons to allow t.1.e new claim.

7

After the Motion to Amend was filed, Piper Ranch and Big Bite filed a Motion to

8

Disqualify AJA from representing Wandering Trails or Liquid Realty, based almost
9

10

exclusively on the billing statement and check.

The court denied the Motion to

11

Disqualify by written order on May 25, 2010. Piper Ranch and Big Bite have now filed a

12

Motion for Reconsideration of the court's order denying the Motion to Disqualify.

13

ARGUMENT

14

15

1.

The check and billing statement are not confidential information.

16

Billing statements and checks are not privileged or confidential information. While

17

no Idaho case appears to have addressed the issue, a multitude of other jurisdictions have

18

recognized that billing statements and client payments are not privileged or confidential.

19

See, e.g., US v. Naegele, 468 F.Supp.2d 165 (D. D.C., 2007); Rehim v. Kimberly-Clark
20

21

Corp., 1996 WL 727338 (Conn., 1996); US v. Geriatric Psychological Svs., 2001 WL

22

286838 (D. Md., 2001); In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 39 F.3d 973 (9th Cir., 1994). Courts

23

have consistently refused to apply attorney-client privilege or confidentiality protections

24

to information that the client intends his attorney to impart to others, or which the client
25
26

intends shall be published or made known to others. See In re: Grand Jury Proceedings,

27

727 F.2d 1352, 1356 (4th Cir., 1984) (collecting cases); US v. Naegele, 468 F.Supp.2d at

28

170 (information and communications to an attorney for the purpose of their disclosure

29
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are not privileged or confidential because by definition the information is not provided to
2

the attorney in confidence).

Here, Big Bite provided the check in payment of Piper

3

Ranch's legal fees. Presumably, the check was provided with the intent that AJA would
4

5

then present the check to its bank (a third-party), which would then present the check to

6

Big Bite's bank (another third-party). Consequently, the check itself was never mea.11t to

7

be confidential, as the whole purpose in providing it to AJA was so AJA would then

8

present it to unrelated third parties.
9
10

Piper Ranch and Big Bite rely on an Idaho ethics opinion for their conclusion that

See Motion for Reconsideration of

11

the billing statement and check are confidential.

12

Order on Motion to Disqualify Counsel entered May 25, 2010, p. 2; Hanby Affidavit,

13

Exhibit A. However, the ethics opinion referenced does not discuss or address the checks
14

15

used to pay client bills.

The subject of the ethics opinion is whether or not billing

16

statements which contain detailed narrative statements of the professional services

17

rendered can be disclosed to third parties absent client consent. !d. Here, the billing

18

statement at issue does not contain any "detailed narrative statement of the professional

19

services rendered".

The only time entry listed is a "Meeting with Schelhoms."

20
21

Accordingly, the principles espoused by the ethics opinion on which Piper Ranch and Big

22

Bite rely are not applicable to the discovery documents at issue here. The check and

23

billing statement are not confidential information. More importantly, Piper Ranch and

24

Big Bite expressly authorized and consented to their production, on at least two separate
25
26

occasions.

27

28

29
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II
2

2. Piper Ranch and Big Bite expressly requested and authorized the production
of the check and billing statement.

3

Piper Ranch and Big Bite expressly authorized the disclosure of the billing

4

statement and check at issue. In its discovery requests, Piper Ranch specifically asked

5

both Wandering Trails and its attorneys to produce any documents that pertained to this

6

action. Later, Piper Ranch and Big Bite both asked Mr. Angstman to produce any
7
8

documents regarding any communication he'd ever had with the Schelhoms, Piper Ranch

9

or Big Bite. This was later clarified by counsel to include all documents in the legal files

10

related to the Schelhoms, Piper Ranch and Big Bite. Thus, any arguments regarding the

11

confidentiality of the billing statement and check are moot

Piper Ranch and Big Bite

12

Piper Ranch and Big Bite now seek

13

expressly authorized their production.

14

disqualification for the use of the documents they themselves authorized AJA and Mr.

15

Angstman to produce. The documents are no longer confidential, and their use should

16

not be prohibited through a disqualification motion.
17

CONCLUSION

18

19

The documents which form the substance of Piper Ranch and Big Bite's motion

20

are not confidential documents. Furthermore, Piper Ranch and Big Bite waived any

21

confidentiality attached to the documents when they expressly authorized their
22

23
24

25

production. Accordingly, Wandering Trails and Liquid Realty respectfully request the
court adhere to its previous decision regarding the disqualification
DATED this

1- day of July, 2010.

26

MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN
Attorney for the Plaintiffs

27

28
29
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3
4

5

l"

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated below, and addressed to those
parties marked served below:

6

Counsei

7

8

Defendants

9
10
11

Kevin E. Dinius
Michael Hanby
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

Means of Service

0

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.

0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.
C3f'ax Transmittal

12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20

21

22
23
24

25
26

27
28

29
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2

3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12

13
14
15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,

16

17
18
19

20

vs.

Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T.
CHRISTENSEN IN RESPONSE TO
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.

21
22
23

24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Counterclaimant,

25
26
27

28

vs.
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Co oration,

29

AFFIDAVIT OF MATIHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION- PAGE 1
Matter: 5407-014
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(

:00

Angstman,Joh
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II
Counterdefendants.
2
3

4

s

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,

6

Plaintiffs,

7

vs.
8

9
10

THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,

11

Defendants.
12

13

STATE OF IDAHO )

14

COUNTY OF ADA )
15
16
17

18

Matthew T. Christensen, having been first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
says as follows:

1.

I am of sufficient age and competency to testifY before this court, and

19

make the following statements based on my own personal knowledge.
20
21
22

2.

I am the attorney of record for Wandering Trails, LLC, Liquid Realty,

Inc., Thomas J. Angstman, and Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC, in the above-

23

referenced matters.
24

25
26

3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Piper Ranch's

Amended Notice of Deposition of Thomas J. Angstman.

27
28
29

4.

After receiving the Amended Notice attached hereto as Exhibit A, I

immediately telephoned Piper Ranch's attorney, Michael Hanby, to discuss the scope of
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION- PAGE 2
Matter: 5407-014
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'

II
the document requests in the notice. I explained to Mr. Hanby that the document request
2
3

in the notice encompassed records regarding all previous work which Mr. Angstman or
AJA had done for the Schelhorns, Piper Ranch or Big Bite. Mr. Hanby confirmed that

4

5

his clients wished that all documents related to Angstman and AJA's previous

a

representation of Big Bite, Piper Ra.'1ch, or the Sche1.1orns should be produced at the

7

deposition, if not already produced.

8
9

5.

Based on my conversation with Mr. Hanby at Mr. Angstman's deposition,

10

all the files maintained by AJA regarding the Schelhorns, Piper Ranch and Big Bite were

11

produced for inspection and copying by their counsel. As the billing statement and check

12

related to the representation of Piper Ranch had already been previously produced, they

13

were not specifically produced at the deposition. Otherwise they would also have been
14
1s

produced. However, Piper Ranch and Big Bite expressly authorized and requested the

16

production of all documents -including the Piper Ranch bill and check.

17
18

FURTHERYOURAFFIANTSAITHNAUGHT~

19

MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN
20

, 1;:1-

day of July, 2010.

21
22
23

otary Public II
Residing in 1\..JJ~l [, [)
Commission Expires:
l~ ~ 1

24

q.,

S

25

26
27
28

29
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II
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

this-=\--

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on
day of July, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated below,
and addressed to those parties marked served below:
Served £lilly

if Defendants

9

10
11

Counsel

Means of Service

Kevin E. Dinius
Michael Hanby
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

0

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.

0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

~ax Transmittal

12

\Mf~

13

14

Matthew f.'Ghhstensen

15
16

17
18

19
20

21
22

23

24
25
26

27
28

29

AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN IN RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION-PAGE 4
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Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II

DlNTUSLAW
5680 B. F.ranklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho &3687
Telephone: (208) 475-0100
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
ISB Nos.
5974, 7997
kdinius@dtniuslaw.com
mhanby@diniuslaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

WANDERINO TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company~ and LIQUID
REALTY, INC.J an Idaho corpoj'etJtion,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)
)
)

-vs-

)

BIG BITE EXCAVATION,TNC., an. Idaho

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES l-5,
Defendan.ts.
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho

)

corporation; and, TIM AND JUL18

)
)

SC:HELHORN, husband and wife.

Plaintiffs,
-vs-

)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-539SC

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING
AUDIO-VISUAL DEPOSITION OF
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN -DUCES TECUM PURSUANT TO

IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE 30(b)(4)

CASE NO. CV09-11396

EXHIBIT
~

.D

3

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAkiNG AUDIO-Vl$'0AL DEPOSITION OF THOMAS 1. ANGSTMAN --DUCES
TECUM PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVlL PROCEDURE 30(b)(4) -1

A
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THOMAS 1. ANGSTMAN, an individual;
and, ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON &
ASSOCIATES, PLLC, an Idaho professional
liability company.

__________________________
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

))

NOTICE OF DEPOSITION; Notice is hereby given that~ pursuant to the applicable Idaho

Rules of Civil Procedure, the undersigned will, upon oral examination before a certified court

reporter and an officer authorized by applicable laws to administer oaths, take the continuing
audio-visual deposition of the deponent at the time, date and place following:
Deponent:

Thomas J. Angstman

Time:

9:30a.m.

Date:

January 20, 2010

Place:

Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane

Boise, Idaho 83703
NO'TlCE IS FURTHER GIVEN that the deponent is required to produce upon
such examination the following:
1.

Any and etll documents related to any contact (written, oral and/or
electronic) you have ever had. with Tim Schelliom, not previously
produced.

2.

Any and all documents related to any contact (written, o~al and/or
electronic) jiOU have ever had with Julie Schelhorn, not previously
produced.

3.

Any and all documents related to any contact (written, oral and/or
electronic) you have ever had with :Piper Ranch, LLC, not previously
produced.

4.

Any and all documents related to any contact (written; oral and/or
electronic) you have ever had with Big Bite Ex:cavation, Inc., not
previously produced.

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDTO· VISUAL DEPOSITION OF THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN •• DUCES
TECUM PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 30(b)(4) -2
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819

Any and all documents related in any way to the Wandering Trails
Development,. not previously produced.

DEFINITION
As used in this Notice, ihe term "documents" means MY and all writings of any kind,
including the originals and non·idmttical copies, whether different from the originals by reason
of any notation made on such copies or likewise (including, without limitation, cottespondence,
memoranda, notes, diaries, desk cnlendars and organizers, statistics, letters, telegrams, minutes,
contracts. agreements, reports, studies, checks, statements, receipts, return summaries,
pamphlets, books, prospectuses, interoffice and intraoffice commll11ications, offers, notations of
any SOrt Of Conversations, telephOI!e calls, meetingS Or other communications, bulletinS; printed
matter, computer printouts, teletypes; telefax, invoices) work sheets and all drafts, alterationsj
modifications, changes Md amendments of any of the foregoing), graphic or aural records or
representations of any kind (including, without limitation, tapes, cassettes, disks} recordings),
whether in your possession, custody or control or in ,possession, custody or control of your
agents, attorneys, accountants, employees or other representatives.
DATED this

JL<h.--day of January, 2010.
DINlUSLAW

tl~

By;
Ke~.Dinius
Mi ael J. Hanby II
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

AMENDEO NOTICE OP TAKING AUDIO-VISUAL DEPOSITION OF TIIOMAS J. ANGSTMAN ··DUCES
TECUM PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 30(b)(4)- 3
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C1l:RTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the

-Cday

of January, 2010, a true and

correct copy offue above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

0
0
D
fZ!

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile~ No.

853-0117

cm!f:\Ciients\S\Schelliom, Tim iiUd Julie 24334\Non·Disoovcry\Amcnded Notice of Audio Vil:ual Deposltlon ofTJ Angsl.mcn.doox

AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING AUDIO-VISUAL Dl:.l'OSITION OF THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN ··DUCES
tECUM PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE. OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 30(b)(4)- 4
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Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Telephone:
(208) 475-0100
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
ISB Nos.
5974, 7997
kdinius@diniuslaw. com
mhanby@diniuslaw. com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
-vsBIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-539SC
JUDGMENT DISMISSING
DEFENDANT BIG BITE
EXCAVATION, INC.

)

Defendants.
)
_______________________________
)
THIS MATTER HAVING COME before this Comi on June 10, 2010, and the Court
having entered its findings and conclusions in its Order on Big Bite Excavation, Inc.'s August 6,
2009 Motion for Summary Judgment entered July 14, 2010:

JUDGMENT DISMISSING DEFENDANT BIG BITE E)\Cb ~ATION, INC. - 1

ORif:iH\.1

IT IS HEREBY ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Judgment is entered in favor of
Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. and against Plaintiffs in accordance with Rule 56 of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and according to the Court's Order on Big Bite Excavation,
\

Inc.'s August 6, 2009 Motion for Summary Judgment entered July 14,2010.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs' claims against Defendant Big Bite Excavation, Inc. are hereby
dismissed with prejudice. The caption in this
Excavation, Inc.

~all

be changed to omit Defendant Big Bite

0f/!)Y

MADE AND ENTERED thisciQday

o~ , 20 f

I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the~ day of July, 2010, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83 703
Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687

%
D
D

Po
D
D

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile- No. 853-0117
US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile- No. 475-0101

cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Non-Discovery\Judgment dismissing Big Bite.docx

JUDGMENT DISMISSING DEFENDANT BIG BITE EX CAY ATIONi INC. - 2
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16

Angstman,Johnson
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10-11-2010

II
2
3
4

5
6

7

8
9

10

Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83 703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12

13
14
15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

18

19
20

THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING
SCHEDULING

Plaintiffs,

16
17

Case Nos.: CV-09-5395-C & CV 09-11396

vs.
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5,

21

Defendants.

22
23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

25

Counterclaimant,

26
27
2s

29

vs.
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Co oration,
THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING SCHEDULING- PAGE 1
Matter: 5407-0 14
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II
Counterdefendants.

2
3
4

5

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,

6
7
8

9

10

vs.
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,
Defendants.

11

12
13
14

15

The above parties hereby stipulate to amending the following scheduling
deadlines:

A. EXPERT WITNESSES

16

1. On or before Wednesday, December 15, 2010, the defendants (Piper
17

Ranch, LLC, and Tim & Julie Schelhom) shall provide copies of all

18

19

reports prepared by their experts and otherwise disclose all

20

information required by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil

21

Procedure regarding their expert witnesses.
22

2. On or before Friday, January 14, 2011, the plaintiffs (Wandering

23

24

Trails, LLC, Liquid Realty, Inc., Thomas J. Angstman, and Angstman,

25

Johnson & Associates, PLLC) shall disclose each person they intend to

26

call as an expert witness at trial to rebut expert witnesses and issues

27

disclosed or raised by the defendant's experts, and disclose all

28

29

THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING SCHEDULING- PAGE 2
Matter: 5407-0 14
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Angstman,John
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II

information required by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
2

Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert witnesses.

3

3. On or before Friday, April 1, 2011, the parties shall complete any
4

depositions of expert witnesses.

5
6

B. LAY WITNESSES

7

1. On or before Friday, June 10, 2011, the parties shall disclose each

8

person they intend to call as lay witnesses at trial (excluding

9

impeachment witnesses).

10
11

2. On or before Friday, June 17, 2011, the parties shall disclose each lay

12

witness (excluding impeachment witnesses) they intend to call at trial

13

to rebut issues disclosed or raised by the other parties lay witnesses.

14

3. On or before Friday, April 1, 2011, the parties shall complete any
15

depositions of lay witnesses.

16

17

C. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY

18

1. On or before Friday, March 4, 2011, all parties must serve any

19

supplemental response to discovery required by Rule 26(e) of the
20

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

21

22

D. PRETRIAL MOTIONS

23

1. Summary judgment and other dispositive motions must be filed no

24

later than Friday, Apri129, 2011.
25

2. All other non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not limited

26

27

to motions in limine) must be heard no later than Friday, September 9,

28

2011.

29
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II
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3
4

5

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this~ day of October, 2010, I caused to be
served a true copy of the foregoing THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING
SCHEDULING by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked
served below:

6

Served
7

8

~

.'Eill1Y

Counsel

Defendants

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite
130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

9

10
11

Means of Service

0

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.

0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

rJFax Transmittal

12

13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22

24
25

26

27
28
29
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Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Telephone:
(208) 475-0100
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
ISB Nos.
5974, 7997
kdinius@diniuslaw. com
mhanby@diniuslaw. com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
-vsBIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C
AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY

Defendants.
____________________________
)

COMES NOW, BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., by and through its attorneys of record, the
law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby submits its Amended Memorandum of

Attorney Fees and Costs and Attorney Fee Affidavit.

ORIGINAL

AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES A ND.COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY - 1

A.
1.

B.

Costs as a Matter of Right- I.R.C.P. 54{d){l)(C)

Filing Fees

$58.00

Total Costs as a Matter of Right

$58.00

Discretionary Costs - I.R.C.P. 54(d){l)(D)

1.

Copy Charges

2.

Postage Charges

3.

Deposition transcription fees

$1,805.21

Total Discretionary Costs

$2,368.36

TOTAL COSTS
C.

$545.80
$17.35

$2,426.36

Hourly Fees

The Defendant engaged counsel on an hourly fee plus cost basis for representation in this
matter. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3) allows the Court to consider "whether the fee is
fixed or contingent" as a factor in determining the amount of attorney fees to be awarded.
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(E). Defendant provides as Exhibit "A," a true and correct copy of the attorney
fees incurred by Defendant through October 12, 2010. The attorney fees charged, and the nontaxable costs incurred, were necessarily incurred in the handling of the present action.
Additionally, the attorney and paralegal fees are correct and reflect actual work performed by
members ofDinius Law.
The legal practitioners who spent time working on this matter and their corresponding
hourly rates are listed below. On Exhibit "A," the timekeepers are identified by initials only.
Initials

KED
MJH
CM

Attorneys/Legal Assistants
Kevin E. Dinius -Attorney, Partner
Michael J. Hanby II- Attorney
Cindy Mackey - Paralegal

Hourly Rates
$225,250
$180,200
$115, 125

AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES 4 Nl1...COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY- 2

TOTAL FEES:

$30,441.50

TOTAL COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES:

D.

$32,867.86

Prevailing Party Analysis:

The term "prevailing party" is defined by Rule 54(d)(l)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure. This Rule provides the following:
[i]n determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to
costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or
result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties,
whether there were multiple claims, multiple issues, counterclaims, third party
claims, cross-claims, or other multiple or cross issues between the parties, and the
extent to which each party prevailed upon each of such issues or claims.
In light of this language, the Idaho Court of Appeals has instructed trial courts to "examine (1)
the result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there were multiple claims or
issues; and (3) the extent to which either party prevailed on each issue or claim." Freeman &

Co. v. Bolt, 132 Idaho 152, 162, 968 P.2d 247 (Ct. App. 1998) (quotations omitted). It is clear
that Defendant is the prevailing party in this action. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment
was granted by this Court on July14, 2010, dismissing all Plaintiffs' claims against Defendant
Big Bite Excavation, Inc. Consequently, Defendant prevailed on all claims brought against it in
the course of this matter and, therefore, it must be considered the prevailing party.
The reasonableness of attorney fee requests are to be based upon the twelve factors set
forth in Rule 54(e)(3). Empire Fire & Marine Ins. v. N Pacific, 127 Idaho 716, 720, 905 P.2d
1025 (1995) (internal citations omitted). The twelve factors of Rule 54(e)(3) are:
(A) The time and labor required.
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions.
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law.
(D) The prevailing charges for like work.
AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES At:lJACOSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY- 3

(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent.
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case.
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained.
(H) The undesirability of the case.
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client.
(J) Awards in similar cases.
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's
case.
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case.
The application of these factors to the attorney fees requested by Defendant favors granting
Defendant's request for an award of attorney fees. In particular, the attorney fees requested by
the Defendant are reasonable based upon the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty
of the questions presented to this Court, the prevailing charges for like work, the time limitations
imposed by the circumstances of the case, the undesirability of the case, and the equitable
considerations to Defendant (an "other factor" which this Court can consider in the exercise of
its discretion).
DATED this

K r--.day of October, 2010.
DINIUS LAW

By:_--J:...r+--r--,__,"---------

Kevin
mms
Mich J. Hanby II
Attor eys for Defendant

AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES
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AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY- 4

t::.

AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY

STATE OF IDAHO )
ss.
County of Canyon

)

Kevin E. Dinius, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1)

That I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the state of Idaho and am a

member of the law firm of Dinius Law in Nampa, Idaho.
2)

I am one of the attorneys representing the Defendant in the above entitled matter.

3)

As one of the attorneys for the Defendant, I am familiar with the records and

method of timekeeping utilized by the firm of Dinius Law.
4)

That to the best of my knowledge and belief, the items of cost set forth above are

correct, were necessarily and reasonably incurred, and are in compliance with Rule 54(d) of the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The discretionary costs identified above were necessary and
exceptional costs reasonably incurred and should, in the interest of justice, be assessed against
the adverse party as contemplated in Rule 54( d)(l )(D) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
5)

That the attorney fees herein claimed to be awarded are itemized and set forth in

Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference. To the best of my
knowledge and belief the attorneys fees set out in Exhibit "A" are correct and are in compliance
with Rules 54( d) and Rule 54(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
6)

That the attorney fees are reasonable and were necessarily and justifiably incurred

and are consistent with comparable service and rates for someone of my and attorney Michael J.
Hanby's experience in the Third and Fourth Judicial District Courts of the State ofldaho.

AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES .A hlf.l.~O.ST.S. Af-TD AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY- 5

0002UI

7)

That the paralegal fees are reasonable and were necessarily and justifiably

incurred and are consistent with comparable service and rates for someone of Cindy Mackey's
experience in the Third and Fourth Judicial District Courts of the State ofldaho.
DATED

this~ of October, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

/~ay of October, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the

(1~ay of October, 2010, a true and

correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

D
D
D

~

forD

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile -No. 853-0117

IUS LAW

cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Amended Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs.docx
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Exhibit A
Attorney Fees

DATE

TIMEKEEPER

RATE

TIME

AMOUNT CHARGED

DESCRIPTION

KED
KED

$225.00

1.20

$270.00 Meet with Julie re: claims/lawsuit by Angstman

$225.00

1.20

07/15/09
07/17/09

KED

0.20

KED

$225.00
$225.00

$270.00 Meet with Tim and Julie re: pending litigation
Speak with Aaron Seable at Hilty's office re: substitution of counsel
$45.00 and file transfer

07/20/09

KED

$225.00

0.20

07/20/09

MJH

$180.00

2.40

06/29/09
07/07/09

0.80

$180.00 Review file from Hilty and client documentation
$45.00 Speak with Matt Christiansen re: discovery deadline
Draft Motion for Summary Judgment and Memo in Support to dismiss
$432.00 Bite Bite from suit
Draft Motion for Summary Judgment; prepare memorandum and

07/21/09

$115.00

affidavit; telephone message for client; email Judge Ford's clerk re:
$57.50 scheduling conference availability
$112.50 Edit and revise motion for summary judgment re: Big Bite

07/21/09

CM
KED

07/21/09

MJH

$225.00
$180.00

0.50
0.50
0.80

07/23/09

CM

$115.00

0.50

07/30/09

CM

$115.00

1.50

$144.00 Work on Summary Judgment Memorandum
Telephone conference with Judge Ford's clerk; draft Notice of Hearing
$57.50 re: MSJ; revisions to affidavit
Begin drafting discovery responses; draft letter to Christensen re:
$172.50 extension

1.25

Draft Motion to Enlarge Time to Respond to Discovery, Affidavit of
KED and proposed Order; draft letter to J. Ford's clerk; copies and
mailing; fax file motion and affidavit and fax to counsel; telephone
$143.75 conference with client

07/31/09

CM

$115.00

Draft Motion and Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend
08/06/09

MJH

$180.00

6.50

08/14/09

MJH

$180.00

6.70

08/18/09

CM

$115.00

2.75

08/18/09
08/19/09

KED
KED

$225.00
$225.00

1.70
0.80

$1,170.00 Answer {3.6); Draft Counterclaim {2.9)
Draft 3rd Party Complaint against Angstman; Work on and revise
$1,206.00 Counterclaim; Work on and Revise Memo in Support
Prepare Motion to Amend, Memorandum and Amended Answer;
draft Notice of Hearing; fax to counsel; prepare for filing with Court;
$316.25 discuss status with KED
Edit and revise third party complaint; speak with Tim re: case status; e$382.50 mail to/from T.J. re: extension to respond to discovery
$180.00 Work on discovery responses

1

Exhibit A
Attorney Fees
DATE

08/28/09

TIMEKEEPER

CM

RATE

$115.00

TIME

3.00

AMOUNT CHARGED

DESCRIPTION

Draft Big Bite's discovery responses; review client documents,
organize; discuss with MJH and KED; draft Stipulation for Entry of
$345.00 Protective Order and Stipulated Protective Order

08/28/09

MJH

$180.00

0.35

Work on discovery responses for Big Bite/Piper Ranch; telephone call
$63.00 to client - 1/2 billed to Big Bite

08/28/09

MJH

$180.00

0.40

$72.00 Telephone call from client regarding document production
Redact client documents; copy, scan and Bates Number; finalize Piper
Ranch's and Big Bite's responses; draft Notice of Service; fax to
counsel; email documents to counsel; email responses to client - 1/2

08/31/09

CM

$115.00

1.75

08/31/09

KED

$225.00

1.80

09/10/09

MJH

$180.00

1.80

09/24/09

MJH

$180.00

1.40

09/25/09
10/21/09

KED
KED

$225.00

0.70
0.20

10/22/09

KED

$225.00
$225.00

0.30

$201.25 billed to Big Bite
Meet with Tim and Julie re: discovery issues; edit and revise discovery
$405.00 response
$324.00 Attend Motion to Amend hearing
Review opposition to Summary Judgment; research legal issue ofthird
$252.00 party beneficiary
Review TJ's response to summary judgment; review case law re: third$157.50 party beneficiary to contract
$45.00 Speak with Tim re: case status
$67.50 Work on reply in support of summary judgment

!

Review Opposition to Summary Judgment; legal research re:
10/22/09

MJH

$180.00

2.80

requirements of Idaho Rule of Professional Conduct 1.8; begin draft of,
I
$504.00 Reply to Opposition to Summary Judgment
Work on Reply to Plaintiffs Opposition to Summary Judgment; draft

10/23/09

MJH

10/26/09

KED

11/11/09
11/12/09

KED
MJH

$180.00

$225.00
$225.00
$180.00

1.10

1.80
1.20
0.45

$198.00 client affidavits

i
I
I

Edit and revise reply to summary judgment; edit and revise complaint
$405.00 against T.J. Angstman; review settlement order from T.J.
$270.00 Work on discovery; meet with Tim and Julie re: same
$81.00 Attend scheduling conference -1/2 billed to Big Bite

I
I

Draft interrogatories, requests for admission and requests for
11/13/09

MJH

$180.00

5.80

production to TJ Angstman, Angstman Law, Wandering Trails and
$1,044.0() Liquid Realty

2

I

Exhibit A
Attorney Fees

DATE

TIMEKEEPER

RATE

TIME

AMOUNT CHARGED

DESCRIPTION
Conversation with Matt Christenson re depo of Angstmand; discuss

01/11/10

MJH

$180.00

0.40

01/12/10

KED

$225.00

2.50

$72.00 documents and strategy with KED
Complete review of documents from Angstman; speak with Julie re:
$562.50 same and costs of development

01/13/10

KED

$225.00

0.80

$180.00 Meet with Tim and Julie re: case status and document production

01/15/10

KED

$225.00

1.30

$292.50 Work on summary judgment and prepare for depostion of TJ
Meet with Julie re: document review; prepare deposition outline for
TJ; identify exhibits for deposition; speak with Tim re: road work

01/19/10

KED

$225.00

7.50

$1,687.50 issues in development; review exhibits for deposition
Review exhibits for deposition; travel to Boise and attend deposition

01/20/10

KED

$225.00

0.30

01/20/10
01/26/10

MJH
KED

$180.00
$225.00

1.40
2.40

01/27/10

KED

$225.00

8.30

03/02/10
03/03/10

MJH
KED

$200.00
$250.00

4.20
0.50

03/22/10

KED

$250.00

1.10

$2,317.50 of TJ Angstman; return to office
$252.00 Telephone call to Brad Andrews; research ethics rules
$540.00 Meet with Tim and Julie for depo preparation
Meet with Tim and Julie re: deposition; attend deposition of Tim and
$1,867.50 Julie
$840.00 Draft objection to Motion to Dismiss/Motion for Summary Judgment
$125.00 Review Angstman's motion to amend complaint
Review and analyze Angstman's opposition to our motion to
disqualify; review Bar Counsel Opinion re: the confidentiality of billing
$275.00 statements
Draft Defendant Big Bite's Responses to Plaintiff's Second Set of

03/29/10

03/30/10
04/06/10

CM

KED
KED

$125.00

$250.00
$250.00

0.30

4.20
1.60

$37.50 Discovery and Notice of Service
Prepare for hearing on motion to DQ Angstman; review and analyze
case law re: conflicts; travel to Caldwell and attend hearing; return to
$1,050.00 office
Review various pleadings in preparation for hearings on 4/8/10;
$400.00 review WT's and LRI's responses to discovery
Prepare for hearings on summary judgment and motion to amend

04/07/10

KED

$250.00

1.20

$300.00 complaint

3

I

I
I

Exhibit A
Attorney Fees

DATE

TIMEKEEPER

RATE

TIME

AMOUNT CHARGED

DESCRIPTION
Travel to Caldwell; review pleadings in preparation for hearings; meet
with Judge Ford and Christensen re: pending motions; speak with Julie

04/08/10
05/06/10
05/07/10
05/07/10

KED
KED
MJH

KED

$250.00
$250.00
$200.00
$250.00

1.60
0.60
4.20
0.70

$400.00
$150.00
$840.00
$175.00

re: same
Meet with Julie to prepare for mediation
Draft mediation statement
Edit and revise mediation statement to Merlyn Clark
Travel to Boise and attend mediation with Merlyn Clark; return to

05/12/10

KED

$250.00

5.30

$1,325.00 office

05/17/10

MJH

$200.00

4.20

Research legal issues of contract formation; third-party beneficiary;
begin draft of Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Motion for
$840.00 Big Bite's Summary Judgment

05/18/10
05/19/10

MJH

$200.00
$200.00

2.40
2.20

$480.00 Revise and work on Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment
$440.00 Work on and finish Summary Judgment Memo
Edit and revise supplemental memorandum in support of summary
$325.00 judgment; review Angstman's supplemental briefing
Review Amended Memorandum in Support of Angstman and AJA's

MJH

05/20/10

KED

$250.00

1.30

05/25/10

MJH

$200.00

6.20

$1,240.00 Motion to Dismiss; Draft Opposition
Prepare for hearing on summary judgment and Angtsman's motion to

06/10/10
07/14/10

KED
CM

$250.00
$125.00

3.70
0.20

$925.00 amend; travel to Caldwell; attend hearing; return to office
$25.00 Draft Judgment dismissing Big Bite
Review pleadings; prepare for hearing on motion for reconsideration;
travel to Caldwell and attend hearing with court; meet with Julie re:

07/14/10

KED

$250.00

3.10

same; return to office; speak with Tim re: court's decision on
$775.00 summary judgment and case status
Meet with Tim re: motion to dismiss claims against TJ and AJA in light

07/20/10

KED

$250.00

0.80

$200.00 of summary judgment in favor of Big Bite

07/21/10
07/27/10

KED

$250.00
$125.00

0.80
1.00

$200.00 motion to dismiss our complaint against TJ and AJA
$125.00 Draft Motion for At!?rr!~Y Fees and Costs and Memorandum

Call and e-mail to Matt Christensen re: case status; edit and revise
CM

4
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Attorney Fees

DATE

TIMEKEEPER

RATE

TIME

AMOUNT CHARGED

DESCRIPTION
Review and revise Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs and

07/27/10
08/11/10
08/12/10

$250.00
$200.00
$200.00

KED
MJH
MJH

$200.00 Memorandum
$80.00 Prepare for hearing on Motion to Dismiss Complaint
$260.00 Attend hearing on Motion to Dismiss Big Bite's Complaint

0.80
0.40
1.30

Review motions and pleadings relating to Big Bite's motion for fees
and costs and plaintiff's motion for clarification in limine; travel to
Caldwell and attend hearing on motions with Judge Ford; return to

10/04/10

KED

$250.00

2.80

$700.00 office

10/07/10

KED

$250.00

0.70

$175.00 Review attorney fees and costs for amended affidavit of Big Bite's fees
Revise Exhibit A to Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs and

10/11/10

CM

$125.00

0.50

$62.50 Affidavit of Attorney

10/12/10

CM

$125.00

0.25

$31.25 Affidavit of Attorney; discuss with KED

Draft Amended Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs and
Review and revise Amended Memorandum of Attorney Fees and

10/12/10
--

$250.00

KED
-

'

---

0.20
-

$50.00 Costs and Affidavit of Attorney
$30,441.50 TOTAL
--------

-···········--·········--····-~
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Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lak:eharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs

10

IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12
13

14
15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

16

17

Case Nos.: CV-09-5395-C & CV 09-11396
ORDER RE: THIRD STIPULATION
REGARDING SCHEDULING

Plaintiffs,
vs.

18

19

20

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5,

21

Defendants.

22

23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

25

Counterclaimant,
26
27

28
29

vs.
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Co oration,
ORDER RE: THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING SCHEDULING- PAGE 1

V"

II
Counterdefendants.

2
3

4
5

6

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,

7
8
9

10
11

vs.
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,

12

Defendants.

13
14
15

THIS MATTER having come before the Court upon the Stipulation of the parties
and good cause otherwise appearing;

16

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the scheduling deadlines are hereby amended as
17
18

19

20
21

follows:

A. EXPERT WITNESSES
1. On or before Wednesday, December 15, 2010, the defendants (Piper
Ranch, LLC, and Tim & Julie Schelhom) shall provide copies of all

22
23

reports prepared by their experts and otherwise disclose

all

24

information required by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil

25

Procedure regarding their expert witnesses.

26

2. On or before Friday, January 14, 2011, the plaintiffs (Wandering

27

Trails, LLC, Liquid Realty, Inc., Thomas J. Angstman, and Angstman,
28

29

Johnson & Associates, PLLC) shall disclose each person they intend to

ORDER RE: THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING SCHEDULING- PAGE 2

call as an expert witness at trial to rebut expert witnesses and issues
2

disclosed or raised by the defendant's experts, and disclose all

3

information required by Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
4
5

6
7

Procedure regarding the rebuttal expert witnesses.
3. On or before Friday, April 1, 2011, the parties shall complete any
depositions of expert witnesses.

8

B. LAY WITNESSES
9
10

1. On or before Friday, June 10, 2011, the parties shall disclose each

11

person they intend to call as lay witnesses at trial (excluding

12

impeachment witnesses).

13

2. On or before Friday, June 17, 2011, the parties shall disclose each lay

14

witness (excluding impeachment witnesses) they intend to call at trial
15
16

to rebut issues disclosed or raised by the other parties lay witnesses.

17

3. On or before Friday, April 1, 2011, the parties shall complete any

18

depositions of lay witnesses.

19

C. DEADLINE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DISCOVERY
20
21

1. On or before Friday, March 4, 2011, all parties must serve any

22

supplemental response to discovery required by Rule 26(e) of the

23

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

24

D. PRETRIAL MOTIONS
25
26

27

1. Summary judgment and other dispositive motions must be filed no
later than Friday, April 29, 2011.

28
29
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.

'

..

)'

II
2. All other non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not limited
2

to motions in limine) must be heard no later than Friday, September 9,

3
4

DATED this

5

6
7

8
9

CERTIFICATE OF SERVIC

10

OCT 1 8 2010

11
12
13

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2010, I caused to be
served a true copy of the foregoing ORDER RE: THIRD STIPULATION REGARDING
SCHEDULING by the method indicated below, and addressed to those parties marked
served below:

14
15
16

Served

D

Party

Counsel

Plaintiffs

Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman Johnson
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 853-011 7

17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

D

Defendants

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite
130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

Means of Service

~· Mail, Postage Paid.
0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

D Fax Transmittal

~.

Mail, Postage Paid.

0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

D Fax Transmittal

26
27
28

Clerk

29
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1

22

Angstman,J

208-853-0117

10-19-2010

II

1.

2

3
4

Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
5
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
e Boise, Idaho 83703
Telephone: (208) 384~8588
7
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213

8

9
10

CANYON COUNTY CLERI<:
D. BUTLER, DEPUTY

Attorney for the Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12
13
14

15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

16
17
18

19
20

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case Nos.: CV 09-5395C & CV 09-11396
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO BIG
BITE EXCAVATION, INC.'S AMENDED
·MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF
ATTORNEY

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, TIM AND WLIE
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5,

21

Defendants.

22
23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

25

Counterclaimant,
26
27

vs.

28

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho

29

MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC.'S AMENDED
MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF
ATTORNEY -PAGE 1
Matter: 5407-014

216

41

Angstman,Johnson&

208-853-0117

10-19-2010

II

1

2

Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Counterdefendants.

3

4

5
6

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
Corporation, and TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, Husband and Wife,
Plaintiffs,

7

8
9
10

11

vs.
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an individual, and
ANGSTMAN, JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES,
PLLC, an Idaho Professional limited liability
company,

12

Defendants.

13

14
15

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Wandering Trails, LLC ("WT") and Liquid Realty,
Inc. ("LRI"), and the Defendants Thomas J. Angstman ("Angstman") and Angstman,

16

Johnson & Associates, PLLC ("AJA") by and through their counsel of record,
17
18

ANGSTMAN JOHNSON, and hereby respond and object to the Amended Memorandum

19

of Attorney Fees and Costs and Affidavit of Attorney, filed by Big Bite Excavation, Inc.,

20

on or around October 12,2010 ("Big Bite's Amended Memo").

21

Big Bite's Amended Memo was filed at the request of the court at the last hearing
22
23

held, when the court requested Big Bite file an amended memorandum indicating which

24

time entries and costs Big Bite felt were directly related to its motion. This request was

25

made at the hearing on the Plaintiffs' objection to Big Bite's original request for

26

fees/costs. The Plaintiffs were provided an opportunity to further object to Big Bite's

27

28
29
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316

Angstman,Johnson

208-853-0117

08

10-19-2010

fl

Amended Memorandum.
2

This memorandum serves as the Plaintiffs further and

continuing objection. ·

3

In their original Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Big Bite's
4

5

Requested Fees and Costs (filed on or around 8110/2010), the Plaintiffs set out several

6

arguments in favor of disallowing Big Bite's requested fees and costs at this stage in the

7

proceedings. These arguments included:

8
9

10
11

12

13
14

15

(1) The Court already indicated that it was not awarding costs or fees related
to Big Bite's Motion for Summary Judgment;
(2) Big Bite's request for fees and costs is premature as the court cannot yet
determine the prevailing party;
(3) Big Bite's request for fees and costs is premature as the claims against Big
Bite have not been fully decided;
(4) Big Bite's request for fees and costs is premature as the claims made by
Big Bite have not been decided;

16

(5) Big Bite's costs request is unreasonable and excessive; and

17

(6) Big Bite's attorney fee request is unreasonable and excessive.

18

See Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Disallow Big Bite's Requested Fees and Costs,

19

p. 3-9; Affidavit of Matthew T. Christensen in Support of Motion to Disallow Big Bite's
20
21

22
23

Requested Fees and Costs (with exhibits).
The Plaintiffs hereby incorporate and reassert the same arguments made
previously, now applicable to Big Bite's Amended Memo. Any award of fees to Big Bite

24

at this point would be premature. Further, Big Bite continues to request unreasonable and
25
26

excessive expenses and fees. The Plaintiffs maintain that, even if Big Bite is entitled to

27

an award of fees and costs at this point in the litigation (which they do not concede), Big

28

Bite is only entitled to those fees and costs outlined in the Plaintiffs original

29
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35

Angstman,Johnson

208-853-0117

10-19-2010

II

memorandum (dated August 10, 2010, as supported by the Affidavit of Counsel dated
2

that same date).

3

The Plaintiffs respectfully request the court disallow any award of fees or costs to
4

5

Big Bite at this point in the litigation. Alternatively, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the

6

court only allow Big Bite fees and costs which directly relate to Big Bite's Motion for

7

Summary Judgment.

8

9
10

DATED this \

~ day of October, 2010.

11
12

13

Attorney for the Plaintiffs
14
15
16
17

18
19

20
21

22

23
24

25
26

27
28
29
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Angstman,J ohnson

208-853-0117

10-19-2010

II

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3
4

5
6

8

_rl_

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2010, I caused to be
served a true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE TO BIG BITE ·
EXCAVATION, INC.'S AMENDED MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND
COSTS AND AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY by the method indicated below, and
addressed to those parties marked served below:

Defendants

9

10
11

Counsel

Means of Service

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

0

U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.

0

Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

0

Fax Transmittal
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17
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20
21
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23
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26
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APR 0 6 2011
2

CANYON COUNTY
c DOCKINS, DEPUTY

3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10

Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12

13
14
15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

16
17

18
19

20

Plaintiffs,

Case No.: CV 09-5395C
MOTION TO ADJUST PRE-TRIAL
DEADLINES AND MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT

vs.
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5,

21

Defendants.

22

23

24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

25

Counterclaimant,
26

27
28

vs.

OR\G\NAL

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID

29
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022

REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
2

Counterdefendants.

3
4

5

6

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, ANGSTMAN
JOHNSON, and hereby move the court, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(a) and 16(b) for an order

7

adjusting the previously-ordered pre-trial deadlines in this matter as follows:
8

DeadlinE~

9
10
11

12
13
14

Description

Deadline to Disclose La Witnesses for Trial
Deadline to Disclose rebuttal lay witnesses
Deadline to Complete Depositions of Lay
Witnesses
Deadline to Supplement Discovery
Responses
Deadline to file all dispositive Pre-trial
motions

Current
Deadline
6/10/2011
6/17/2011
4/1/2011

Proposed
Deadline
7/22/2011
7/29/2011
8/19/2011

3/4/2011

7/22/2011

4/29/2011

711/2011

15

16

The trial in this matter is currently set to begin on September 27, 2011. Each of

17
18

19

20
21

these deadlines, as adjusted, would still provide adequate time to complete trial
preparation, without impacting or further extending the current trial date in this matter.
Adjusting the pre-trial deadlines is a matter left to the discretion of the judge by
Rules 16(a) and (b), and the previously-ordered deadlines may be modified by the judge

22

for good cause.
23
24

In this case, with regard to the deadlines for disclosing lay witnesses and

25

dispositive pre-trial motions, the current deadlines for those items has not passed.

26

Accordingly, there's no prejudice to either party in slightly extending those deadlines.

27

Additionally, the deadline to complete depositions of lay witnesses should property be
28
29

AFTER those lay witnesses are disclosed to the parties, rather than before. Accordingly,
MOTION TO ADJUST PRE-TRIAL DEADLINES AND MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT- PAGE 2
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II
adjusting this deadline is simply a matter of common sense, and will better allow the
2

parties to prepare for trial in this matter.

3

Lastly, the deadline to supplement discovery responses should also be extended as
4

5

requested above. The "purpose of our discovery rules is to facilitate fair and expedient

6

pre-trial fact gathering. It follows, therefore, that discovery rules are not intended to

7

encourage or reward those whose conduct is inconsistent with that purpose." Edmunds v.

8

Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873, 136 P.3d 338, 344 (2006). Here, the Defendants will likely
9
10

argue that they are prejudiced by the extension of the discovery supplementation

11

deadline, due to their recently filed motion for summary judgment. However, a close

12

look at the supplement provided to the Defendants by the Plaintiffs shows that the

13

inforrnation provided in the supplement was previously known to the Defendants. Thus,

14

15

the information provided by the supplementation is not something the Defendants can

16

claim they had no knowledge of prior to March 4, 2011 (the previous supplementation

17

deadline). Additionally, the extra time provided under the proposed deadlines allows the

18

Defendants to pursue additional discovery requests, if necessary, or to depose other

19

witnesses as necessary.

The Defendants will not be prejudiced by extending the

20
21

deadlines.

22

Furthermore, extending the previous discovery deadline will continue to allow

23

fair and expedient fact gathering. Allowing Piper Ranch, LLC, and the Schelhoms to

24

claim that they were unaware of the nature and amount of the Plaintiffs damages prior to
25
26

March 4, 2011, would encourage or reward them for ignoring the facts and evidence

27

which had been provided to them prior to that date. Accordingly, there appears to be

28

good cause for extending the discovery supplementation deadline in addition to the other

29
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.
deadlines outlined above.
2

The Plaintiffs' respectfully request the court allow the

extension of the pre-trial deadlines as outlined above.

3
4

5

6

DATED

this~ day of April, 2011.

7

8
9

MATTfiEWT:1SHRISTENSEN
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
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12
13
14

15

16
17
18

19
20
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2
3
4

this~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on
day of April, 2011, I caused to be served
a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to
those parties marked served below:

5
6
7

Served

Party
Defendants

8

9
10

"
Counsel

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

Means of Service

)Q_ U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.
D Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

D Fax Transmittal
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13
14
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2
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5
6
7

8

9
10

Matthew T. Christensen
ANGST~ JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83 703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12
13
14

15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

16
17
18

19

20

Plaintiffs,

Case No.: CV 09-5395C
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW T.
CHRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO ADJUST PRE-TRIAL DEADLINES

vs.
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5,

21

Defendants.

22
23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

25

Counterclaimant,
26
27
28

vs.

ORIGINAL

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
Limited Liability Com any, and LIQUID

29
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REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
2

Counterdefendants.

3
4

5
6

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss:
County of Ada
)

7

MATTHEW T. CHRISTENSEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and
8
9

says:
1.

10
11

I am counsel of record and make the following statements based upon my

own personal knowledge.

12

2.

Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Plaintiffs' First

13
14

Supplemental Answers and Responses to Defendants' Third Set of Interrogatories and

15

Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents, which were served on the

16

Defendants on April4, 2011.

17

3.

Prior to March 4, 2011, the Defendants were served copies of Wandering

18

19
20

Trails, LLC's, yearly tax returns, and the supporting documents thereto, which showed
interest payments being made on a loan from Alpha Lending, LLC.

21

22

4.

Prior to March 4, 2011, the Defendants were served with a copy of the

Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest (the "Assignment Agreement"),

23

which purported to transfer a 25% interest in Wandering Trails, LLC, to Piper Ranch,
24

The version of the Assignment Agreement attached to the Affidavit of Julie

25

LLC.

26

Schelhom in Support of Defendants' Second Motion for Summary Judgment contains

27

hand-written notes on page 2 of the Assignment Agreement which was not on the version

28

provided in discovery. This hand-written note tends to show that the Defendants were
29
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0

aware that $60,000 was going to Liquid Realty, Inc., with the remaining balance of work
2

($100,000.00) constituting Piper Ranch's capital account in Wandering Trails, LLC.

3

These amounts are the exact amounts of damages claimed by Liquid Realty, Inc., and
4

5

Wandering Trails, LLC, related to the Assignment Agreement.

6
7

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

8

DATED this

--=1- day of April, 2011.

9
10

MATTHEWT. CHRISTENSEN

11
12

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

~ay of April, 2011.

@A~QL

13

14

oar;rPlibliCfur Idaho
Commission expires

5? }?)

15

I

16

J

dO f (p

1

17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27

28
29
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2
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of April, 2011, I caused to be served
a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to
those parties marked served below:

5

6
7

Served

Means ofService

Party

Counsel

Defendants

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

8

9
10

1p U.S. Mail, Postage Paid.
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2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

Matthew T. Christensen
ANGSTMAN JOHNSON
3649 Lakeharbor Lane
Boise, Idaho 83 703
Telephone: (208) 384-8588
Facsimile: (208) 853-0117
Christensen ISB: 7213
Attorney for the Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

11

OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

12

13
14

15

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

16
17

18
19

20

Plaintiffs,
vs.

Case No.: CV 09-5395C
PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
DEFENDANTS THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND SECOND SET
OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, TIM AND JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals, and DOES 1-5,

21

Defendants.

22
23
24

PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,

25

Counterclaimant,
26
27

28
29

vs.
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
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000232

2

Limited Liability Company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho Corporation,
Counterdefendants.

3
4

5

6

COME NOW the Plaintiffs, Liquid Realty, Inc. ("LRI"), and Wandering Trails,

7

LLC ("WTLLC"), by and through their counsel of record, Angstman Johnson, and

8

hereby supplement their original responses to Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and

9

Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents as follows:
10
11

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

12
13

All answers and responses set forth in this document, including any subsequent

14

amendments or supplements, whether by formal or informal means, are made subject to,
15

16
17
18

19

and without waiving any right to object based upon, the following conditions, caveats and
objections.
1.

LRI and WTLLC objects to each discovery request to the extent it seeks

information or documents protected against disclosure by the attorney-client privilege,

20

attorney work-product doctrine, or any other judicially recognized protection or privilege.
21
22

To the extent that any document or information is inadvertently produced in response to

23

any discovery request that is subject to attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product

24

doctrine, or any other judicially recognized protection or privilege, such response or

25

production is not to be construed as a waiver of such protection.
26
27

2.

LRI and WTLLC objects to each discovery request on the basis that such

28

discovery request is overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent such request:

29
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0

a.
2

requires LRJ or WTLLC to supply information that is not available

to it or not within its possession, custody, or control;

3

b.

requires LRI or WTLLC to produce information from individuals

4
5

or entities other than the Plaintiff;
c.

6
7

8

seeks information or items regarding "each," "all," "every," or

"any" document(s), person(s), or facts(s) on the basis that such terms are vaguely defined
and excessively broad and that they may include information or items that, despite the

9
10

exercise of reasonable diligence, are not immediately located or identified;
d.

11

12

seeks information or items to which Defendants have equal access,

or is already within the possession, custody, or control of Defendants; or

13

e.

seeks information that is within the scope of, or otherwise

14

duplicative, of that requested by other discovery requests propounded by Defendants; or
15

otherwise exceeds the bounds of discovery as provided in the

16

f.

17

Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

18

3.

LRJ and WTLLC objects to each discovery request on the basis that such

19

discovery request is vague and ambiguous to the extent such request seeks information or
20
21

items that "relate to," "support," "evidence," "describe," "mention," "refer to," "pertain

22

to," "contradict," "compromise," or "relate to" facts or contentions for the reason that

23

such terms, or their equivalents, do not describe the information sought with sufficient

24

particularity to allow LRJ or WTLLC to reasonably respond to such requests.
25
26

4.

LRJ and WTLLC objects to each discovery request that seeks disclosure

27

of information or items that LRJ or WTLLC is bound by law, custom, or expectations of

28

third parties, to maintain as confidential, including, but not limited to, confidential

29
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0

commercial information, trade secrets, proprietary information, or other sensitive
2

business or other information.

3
4

INTERROGATORIES

5
6
7

INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please:

8

A. Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of damages
9
10
11

12
13

ties to each Count in your Complaint;
B. State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages (and
each Count in your Complaint);
C. Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each item of

14

15
16
17

18

damages that You seek; and
D. State the basis for your belief that You are entitled to such amount of
damages.
[LRI'S ORIGINAL] ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13:

LRI is

19

currently in the process of identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages,
20
21

including the exact amount and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as LRI has

22

fully quantified each element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably

23

supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

24

[WTLLC'S ORIGINAL] ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13:
25
26

WTLLC is currently in the process of identifying and quantifying the specific

27

amounts of damages, including the exact amount and basis for each claim of damages.

28

At such time as. WTLLC has fully quantified each element of damages it claims, this

29
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Answer will be seasonably supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil
2

Procedure.

3

LR1's FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.
4

5

As outlined in the Complaint in this matter, as well as the "Assignment of Limited

6

Liability Company Interest" (previously produced in discovery), LRI was to receive

7

$60,000.00 distribution from WTLLC for the transfer of a 25% membership interest in

8

WTLLC to Piper Ranch, LLC. This distribution was to come after work was performed
9
10

on the Wandering Trails development by, or on behalf of, Piper Ranch.

While LRI

11

transferred a 25% membership interest to Piper Ranch, no work was ever performed by

12

or on behalf of Piper Ranch on the Wandering Trails development, thereby precipitating a

13

distribution to LRI. Accordingly, LRI claims damages based on its breach of contract,

14
15
16

17
18

breach of good faith and fair dealing, unjust enrichment and promissory estoppels claims
of $60,000.00.
Additionally, please see the documents produced in response to Request for
Production No. 24.

19

WTLLC'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY
20

As outlined in the Complaint in this matter, as well as the "Assignment of

21

N0.13:

22

Limited Liability Company Interest" (previously produced in discovery), WTLLC was to

23

receive the benefit of work performed by, or on behalf of, Piper Ranch, LLC, in return for

24

Piper Ranch, LLC, receiving a membership interest in WTLLC. According to the terms
25
26

of the "Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest", Piper Ranch was to perform

27

work (or have work performed on its behalf) with a value of $160,000. $60,000 in value

28

was to be subsequently transferred by WTLLC to LRI as part of the assignment of a 25%

29
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membership interest to Piper Ranch. However, no work was ever performed by or on
2

behalf of Piper Ranch on the Wandering Trails development. Accordingly, WTLLC

3

claims damages based on its breach of contract, breach of good faith and fair dealing,
4

5

unjust enrichment and promissory estoppels claims in the amount of$100,000.00.

6

Additionally, due to Piper Ranch's failure to perform work on the Wandering

7

Trails development (or have work performed on its behalf), WTLLC was and is unable to

8

market the property for any significant value and has been forced to continue paying
9
10

interest payments to Alpha Lending, LLC, on the loan for the project in order to forestall

11

further foreclosure activity. Payments were originally in the amount of approximately

12

$2,680.08 per month, and subsequently were modified to monthly payments of$1000.13.

13

These interest payments remain ongoing, so an exact damages calculation as of the date

14

15

16

of trial is impossible at this time. However, WTLLC will be seeking at least $53,484.00
in actual payments made by WTLLC to Alpha Lending, LLC.

17
18

Lastly, please see the documents produced in response to Request for Production
No.24.

19

20

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION

21

22
23

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: Any and all documents relating to

and evidencing the alleged damages You seek to recover in this action.

24

[LRI'S ORIGINAL] RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
25
26

Please see the documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced by all

27

parties in this matter. Additionally, please see the Answer to Interrogatory No. 13. At

28

such time as additional documents become available, those documents will be produced.

29
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[WTLLC'S ORIGINAL] RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
2

NO. 24:

Please see the documents previously and/or contemporaneously produced

3

by all parties in this matter. Additionally, please see the Answer to Interrogatory No. 13.
4

5
6
7

At such time as additional documents become available, those documents will be
produced.

LRI'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR

8

PRODUCTION NO. 24:

Please see all documents produced in this matter.

9
10
11

WTLLC'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR
PRODUCTION NO. 24:

Please see all documents produced in this matter.

12

,1,

13

DATED this_\_ day of April, 2011.
14
15

16

MATTHE
Attorney for the Plaintiffs

17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29
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II
VERIFICATION
2
3

STATE OF IDAHO

4

County of ADA

5
6
7

8
9

)
) ss.
)

Thomas J. Angstman deposes and says that he is the President of Liquid Realty,
Inc., a Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that Liquid Realty, Inc., is the managing
member of Wandering Trails, LLC, the other Plaintiff in the above-entitled action; that he
has read the above and foregoing First Supplemental Answers and Responses to
Defendants Third Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Production of
Documents and knows the contents thereof; and that the facts stated therein are true as he
verily believes.

10

Liquid

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To before me

thislt~ day of April, 2011.

22
23
24

Notary Pub· forSt
Residing at ~A.Ll2.!!..1~~~-~--~
Commission Expires:

25
26

27
28

29
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2

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

3

-i

4

5
6

7
8

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of April, 2011, I caused to be served
a true copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to
those parties marked served below:
Served

Party

Counsel

Defendants

Kevin E. Dinius
Dinius Law
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Ste 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0101

9
10
11

Means of Service

Qs(u.s. Mail, Postage Paid.
0 Hand Delivered to Office or
Court House Drop Box.

0

Fax Transmittal

12

~tcm~

13
14
15

Matthew T. Christensen
16
17

18

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28

29
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Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II

L

~

DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Telephone:
(208) 475-0100
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
ISB Nos.
5974, 7997

APR 15 2011
~ANYON couNTY CLERK
,.: CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

kdinius@dintuslaw. com
mhanb;y@dinius!Cl'Yl'. com

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)

)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C

)

Plaintiffs,
-vs-

BIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; TIM and JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals; and, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.

-------------------------~~~--~--------

g

A.M.-----P.M.

)
)
)
)

OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO ADJUST PRE..TRIAL
DEADLINES

)
)

)
)
)

)

COME NOW, Defendants Piper Ranch, LLC, Tim Schelhom, and Julie Schelhorn, by
and tlu·ough their counsel of record, the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby
submit this Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Adjust Pre-Trial Deadlines.
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INTRODUCTION

On or about May 26, 2009, Plaintiffs Wandering Trails, LLC and Liquid Realty, Inc.
(collectively, "Plaintiffs") initiated this current litigation against Piper Ranch, LLC and Big Bite
Excavation, Inc. Plaintiffs subsequently amended their Complaint to assert additional causes of
action against Tim and Julie Schelhorn in their individual capacities.
Thereafter, the parties entered into a multiple stipulations regarding discovery deadlines.
Ultimately, the Third Stipulation Regarding Scheduling was signed by the parties in October
20110. That stipulation was drafted by counsel for the Plaintiffs and signed by counsel for all

parties. Notably, the Third Stipulation required the parties to supplement all responses to
discovery by March 4, 2011. Further, all dispositive motions are required to be filed by April29,

2011.
On or about March 24, 2011

~

about three weeks after the deadline to supplement

discovery responses had passed -Plaintiffs requested that Defendants stipulate to an extension of
deadlines. Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius ("Dinius Aff. "), Ex. A, Christensen Correspondence.
Defendants declined to agree stating that such extensions would cause great prejudice to
Defendants because of their reliance upon the stated deadlines, Jd., E:x:. B, Dinius Reply. On
April I, 2011, Defendants filed their Second Motion for Summary Judgment. Thereafter, on
April 4, 2011 > Plaintiffs f1led their Motion to Adjust Pre-Trial Deadlines. For the reasons
discussed below, the Motion to Adjust Pre-Trial Deadlines should be denied.

ARGUMENT
On September 28, 20 l 0, Defendants served upon Plaintiffs the following Interrogatory
requesting information about claims to damages:
INTERROGAOTRY NO. 13: Explain the nature and amount of damages that
You seek in this action. In answering this interrogatory, please:

OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' MOT!ON TO ADJUST PRE-TlUAL DEADLINES- 2
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Identify your damages by category and explain how that category of
damages ties to each Count in your Complaint;
State the amount of money that You seek for each category of damages
(and each Count in your Complaint);
.
Explain in detail the methodology employed by You to calculate each 1tem
of damages that You seek; and
State the basis tbr your belief that You are entitled to such amount of
damages.

See Hanby Ajf. in Support Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, Ex. C. Plaintiffs

propounded the following Answer to that Interrogatory on October 28,2010:
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 13: LRI is currently in the process of
identifying and quantifying the specific amounts of damages, including the exact
amount and basis for each claim of damages. At such time as LRI has fully
quantified each element of damages it claims, this Answer will be seasonably
supplemented as required by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Id., Ex. B; Ex. D.

Although contrary to the above provided discovery response, Plaintiffs claim that the

infonnation contained in their tardy supplement to this interrogatory was already known and
available to Defendants. Motion to Acijust Pre-Trial Deadlines and Memorandum in Support, p.
3. First, Plaintiffs fail to cite to anything that would indicate exactly where the information
sought was contained in the form requested above. Second) it is not incumbent upon the
Defendants to have to speculate and piece together Plaintiffs theory of damages. Lastly, if this
information was clearly known to Defendants, it was certainly known to Plaintiffs and there is no
justifiable reason for not including it with their discovery response in October 2010.
This Court should not adjust the deadlines because Defendants have relied upon the
agreement of the parties in setting the deadlines for this case. The deadline to supplement
discovery responses ran on March 4, 2011. Defendants received no supplementation to Plaintiffs'
response to Defendants' Interrogatory No. 13 prior to filing their Motion for Summary
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Judgment. Defendants relied upon the deadlines agreed to by the parties in preparing and filing
their Motion for Summary Judgment.
The fact that the parties have entered into th(ee separate stipulations regarding scheduling
and planning shows that Defendants are not unreasonably insisting that the set deadlines be
complied with "no matter what. 11 Defendants have been flexible and willing to readjust deadlines
as the case has progressed. However, the case is now only months away from trial and the
deadlines that were set in October have been relied upon by Defendants in the time, preparation,
and expense of filing its Motion for Summary Judgment.
Furthermore, forcing Defendants to comply with the deadlines requested by Plaintiffs
would severely prejudice Defendants and force the parties to engage in "last minute discovery."
Currently counsel for Defendants has a trial scheduled for late June, two trials in July and two

trials il1 August. Counsel for Defendants has relied upon the stipulation entered in October in
preparing this case.
Plaintiffs have offered no justifiable reasons as to why they have failed to comply with
the scheduling stipulation and order in this case. In fact, Plaintiffs concede that the requested
information was available prior to the discovery cut-off date. Motion to Adjust Pre-Trial

Deadlines and Memorandum in Support, p. 3. No objection was raised with respect to the
damages interrogatory. Importantly; Plaintiffs waited until after the discovery cut-off deadline
had passed to request an extension. In short, Plaintiffs have failed to demonstrate that Hgood
cause" exists for amending the stipulated scheduling order,
Further, Plaintiffs have acknowledged that considerable time has passed in this case when
they argued that Plaintiffs would be "severely" prejudiced if this Court granted Defendants'
Motion to Disqualify:
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It was not until after these discovery actions were completed, the deadline for
motions to amend claims have passed, and nearly 10 months after the Complaint
was filed that Big Bite and Piper Ranch chose to ftle their motion for
disqualification. Due to those deadlines having passed, the amount of discovery in
this matter that has already commenced, and the remaining amount of time before
trial. forcing WTLLC and LRJ to seek and obtain new counsel at this date would
severely prejudice WTLLC and LRI and their new counsel's ability to adequately
prepare for and conduct a trial on the issues in this case. For this reason alone, the
court should 'endeavor to reach a solution that is least burdensome to WTLLC
and LRI' by allowing their current counsel to continue representation.

Response to Defendants' Motion to Disqualify Counsel, p. 10 (emphasis added). That response
was filed on March 22, 2010- almost exactly one year ago. Already at that time, Plaintiffs were
arguing that because of the amount of discovery completed and the limited amount of time
before trial, forcing Plaintiffs to obtain new counsel would "severely prejudice" Plaintiffs. In
reaching its decision not to disqualify Angstman Law, this Court noted:

It is unsettling to this court that an attorney engaged in 'joint business venture
gone av.rry' litigation against a former client is being represented in the dispute by
the attorney's law firm; a finn that had previously represented the opposing party.
However, Big Bite Excavation, Inc., Piper Ranch, LLC and the Schelhorns have
been aware of their relationship with Angstman Law for the approximately one
year period this matter has been pending, yet did not raise this concern until
March of this year.

Order on Motion to Disqualify Counsel, p. 10. Based in part on that reasoning, the Court found:
In light of the fact this litigation is nearly a year old, the least damaging solution
at this point appears to [sic] the denial of the motion to disqualify so this case may
progress in a timely fashion.

!d., p. 11.
Now that this case is nearly two years old, it is more important than ever to ensure that
this case progresses in a timely fashion, The only way to accomplish that is to maintain the
discovery deadlines that were drafted by Angstman law and agreed to by the parties. Plaintiffs'
disregard for the stipulation and the Court's Order should not be rewarded by extending
deadlines that Defendants' have relied upon. Allowing Plaintiffs to unilaterally extend the
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deadlines severely prejudices Defendants who reasonably relied upon the deadlines agreed to by
the parties.
Lastly, it should be noted that Plaintiffs are not seeking to extend the deadline to disclose
expert witnesses and their reports which has already passed. Plaintiffs have not sought to
introduce expert testimony on either the issue of liability or the issue of damages. It is
Defendants' position that expert testimony is necessary to Plaintiffs' claims of damages as well

as the claims for alter-ego/piercing the corporate veil. Thus, allowing the extension as requested
would be futile.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request that this Court not modifY the
jointly agreed upon deadlines previously set in this case and deny the Plaintiffs' Motion to Adjust

Pre-Trial Deadlines in full.
DATED this

lt{~y of April, 2011.
DINIUS LAW

By:_-Jt_JJL.~~=::::::::::::::::::::::__ _

Kevin
inius
Micha J. Hanby II
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the

("(~ay of April, 2011, a true and correct

copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

cnt/1':\Cilents\S\Schelhorn, Tim tmd Julie 24334\Pip~r Ranch

0

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile· No. 853-0117

0

D
IZI

.000\Non-Discov~;ry\Opp

to Motion to Adjust Deadlines.docx
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Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0100
Telephone:
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
ISB Nos.
5974, 7997
kdinius@diniuslmv. com
mhanby@dintuslaw. com

APR 15 2011
OANYON COUNTY CLERK
"f CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WAND BRING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)

)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C

)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

)

~~

BIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN E. DINIUS
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO ADJUST PRE-TRAIL
DEADLINE

~------------)
STATEOFIDAHO )
: ss.

County of Canyon

)

Kevin E. Dinius, being first duly swom, deposes and says as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN E. DINIUS fN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS'
MOTION TO ADJUST PRE-TRJAL DEADLJNES- I
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I am one of the attorneys for Defendants in this matter and make this Affidavit on

the basis of my own personal knowledge and/or belief.
2.

That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs)

counsel's March 2, 2011 email to me.
3.

That attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of my April 1, 2011

email to Plaintiffs' counsel.

FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
DATED this \

l.\~ay of April, 2011.

copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83 703

cmff:\Ciieni:J\S\Sch(;lhorn. Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch
Pre·Trial Deadlines.docx

D

0
0

l'8J

,000\Non-Di~

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile - No. 853-0117

vcry\Aflidnvit of KED re Opposltlon w Plaln<iffs' Motion to Adjust
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"'-- Orlglnfill Message --From: Mattnew T. Christensen <rntc@Angstman.com>
To: Kevin Dinius
Cc: Danelle Davis <danelle@Angstman.com>
Sent: Thu Mar 24 10:15:1 B 2011
Subject Wandering Trails v. Big Bite: deadlines
Kevin,

In reviewing the upcoming deadlines In the wandering Trails matier~ I'm wondering If we want to clarify and/or adjust some
of them? In particular, I'd propose we stipulate to change the following;

Lay Wltnes::~es:
1.

July 22, 2011 - Deadline to disclose lay witnesses for trial

2.

July 29, 2011 - Deadline to disclose rebuttal lay witnesses for trial

3.
Auguet 19- Deadline to complete depositions of lay witnesses (I don't know why the previous stip/order had this as
April. I think I meant to put August.)

Supplementing Discovery- August 19, 2011 - Deadline to supplement any discovery respor'!Ses.

Pretrial Dispositive Motions- July 1, 2011 -Deadline to file MSJ'e or other dispositive motions. (Non-dispositive pre-trial
motion deadline rem~ins the same).

Let me know if you agree to these change:;;, and I'll put together a stipulation and order to submit to the judge.

Matt
Matthew T. Christensen
Attorney and Counselor at Law
ANGSTMANJ0HN$0N
Attorneys and Counselors
3649 N. Lakeharbor Lana
Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 384-8568
(208) 853~0117 (fax)
mtc@angstman.com <mallto:mtc@angstman.com>
www.angstman.com <http://www.angstman.com>
NOTICE: This electronic transmission (<Wd/or the documents accompanying it) may contain confidential information
belonging to the sender that is protec\~;Jd by tile C:lectronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510 and 2521 and
may be legally privileged. Thla message (and any associated files) Is Intended only for the use of the individual cr antity to
which It Is addressed and may contain Information that Is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If
you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or
tiles associated with this message, Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communlcetlon In error, pleesa notify
Angstman Johnson immediately by telephone (208-384-8588) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and
from us rnay be monltored. If you are the Intended recipient, you acknowledge that the email address being utilized Is
secure and that there will not be a waiver of the attorney-client privilege or breach of any duty of confidentiality by the
sender's correspondenca to that email address.
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-· Original Message --From: Kevin Dinius
Received: 04/01/201112:17 PM
To: mtc@Angstman.com
Subject: RE: Wandering Trails v. Big 8/te: deadlines
Matt: Sorry for the delay In getting back to you. Utook me a few days to get with the Schelhorns to d/scu&a your request.
Likewise, we have been working on a second motion for summary judgment and trying to deal with the accountant during
the hectic tax season consumed more time than anticipated.

As for your request that J stipulate to modify and extend the deadlines in this case I cannot. As Indicated, we have been
working on the second motion for summary judgment and relied upon the deadlines set forth In the stipulation for scheduling
and courts order regarding discovery deadlines. The plaintiffs have repeatedly taken the position that this case has been
pending long enough that It would be prejudicial, for example, to disqualify your firm from representing the p/alntlff!S.
Likewise, our trial date has been bumped at least once. There has been ample opportunity to get the discovery done end 1
simply cannot agree to move the deed lines at this point Besides, I am not Inclined to have to try end deal with lest minute
discovery in this case especially since it has been pending for almost 2 years.

You will receive our motion for summary judgment today. I set the hearing for May 12, 2011.

If you want to talk about any aspect of the case (like resolution) give me a calL

Kevin E. Dinius
DINIUS B. ASSOCIATES, PLLC
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, ID 133687
Phone: (208) 475·0100
Fax:
(208) 475-0101
Email: kdlnlus@dlnluslaw, com
The Information contained In this email Is confidant/a! and may also contain privileged attorney-client Information or work
product. The Information Is Intended only for the use of the individual or entity listed In the subject tine. If you are not the
intended recipil.llnt, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution or copyins of this communication is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please immediately notify us by reply email or telephone at (206)
475-0100, and delete/destroy the original messase, Thank you.

-------

EXBIBITB

_ ~~ !_~A,k.~~J. ~M.
APR 2 8 2011
Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Telephone:
(208) 475-0100
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
5974, 7997
ISB Nos.
kdinius@dinius law. com
mhanby@diniuslaw. com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
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CASE NO. CV09-5395C
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS
OF THE AFFIDAVIT OFTJ
ANGSTMAN IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS'I
COUNTERDEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

COME NOW, Defendants Piper Ranch, LLC, Tim Schelhorn, and Julie Schelhorn, by
and through their counsel of record, the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby file
this Motion to Strike Portions ofthe Affidavit ofTJ Angstman ("Motion to Strike").

MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF TJ ANGSTMAN IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I

ORIGttu~L
II V,

INTRODUCTION

On or about April 14, 2011, Plaintiffs Wandering Trails, LLC (hereinafter, "Wandering
Trails") and Liquid Realty, Inc. (hereinafter, "Liquid Realty") filed their Motion for Summary
Judgment. In support of their Motion, Plaintiffs submitted the Affidavit of TJ Angstman in
Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants'

Motion for Summary Judgment ("Angstman

Affidavit").
As described in detail below, portions of that affidavit should be stricken because it
contains previously undisclosed expert opinions and damage testimony.
ARGUMENT

A.

All undisclosed "expert" opinions should be stricken

On or about September 3, 2009, the parties in this matter entered into a Stipulation for
Scheduling and Planning, on file herein. Affidavit of Kevin E. Dinius in Support of Defendants'
Motion to Strike (hereinafter, "Dinius Aff."), Ex. A, Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning.

That stipulation required Plaintiffs to disclose expert witness as well as their opinions and all
other information required by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26 by August 30, 2010. !d.
Despite this agreed upon deadline, Plaintiffs did not disclose the identity of any expert or
information required by I.R.C.P. 26. Dinius A.ff. As such, Defendants did not disclose any
rebuttal experts by the October 29, 2010 deadline. !d.
With the Angstman Affidavit submitted on April 14, 2011 -over seven months after
the deadline - Plaintiffs seek to certify TJ Angstman as an expert and introduce his opinion

testimony in this matter. Paragraphs 31, 32, and 33 all contain expert opinions that Plaintiffs
failed to timely disclose:
31.
The Wandering Trails project could have been a successful project. At the
time the Schelhoms and/ or Piper Ranch got involved, WTLLC had received
approval for several lot splits; it had favorable (and extendable) loan terms from
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF TJ ANGSTMAN IN SUPPORT OF
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its lenders; it had partners that were performing their obligations; and it was
working towards the development of the roads and sale ofthe initial lots.
32.
At the time Piper Ranch got involved in the project, the value of the land
was between $1,700,000 and $2,000,000.00. The property was listed for sale with
Grubb and Ellis at approximately this time for $1,900,000 with the Phase 1 lots
complete and $1,656,000 without the finished Phase 1 lots. The balance
remaining for the two loans against the project was approximately $737,500.00.
There was significant equity in the project, making it a solvent project at the time
Piper Ranch became a member. Once the Schelhorns/Piper Ranch agreed to invest
in the project, the listing was discontinued as we planned a long term hold of this
property.
33.
The loan terms for the project were on commercially reasonable terms for
acquisition or development loans. As stated above, I have been involved in the
financing for a variety of real estate projects. Accordingly, I am familiar with the
various loan options and terms available for developing real estate. The terms of
the loans for the Wandering Trails project were typical. There was nothing
"unfavorable" about the terms of the loans from BOTC and Alpha Lending.
Angstman Affidavit (emphasis added).
There is no question that this testimony constitutes an expert opinion. 1 Idaho Rule of
Evidence 70 1 limits lay witness testimony to opinions not based on scientific, technical, or other
specialized knowledge with the scope of Rule 702. Statements such as the "Wandering Trails
project could have been successful," "there was significant equity in the project," and "[t]he loan
terms for the project were on commercially reasonable terms for acquisition or development
loans" are clearly expert opinions. Angstman is relying on his real estate and developing
experience in order to lay the foundation for the opinions as stated.
Moreover, and equally troubling, Mr. Angstman was asked at his deposition on January
20, 2010, about the value of the lots in the Wandering Trails Development. Dinius Aff., Ex. B.,
Deposition Transcript of Thomas J. Angstman ("Angstman depo."), p. 118, I. 13- p. 119, I. 25.
While Mr. Angstman acknowledged the real estate market was "softening" in late 2007 and that

1

While Idaho law allows an owner of property to testify regarding its value, Mr. Angstman is not the "owner" of the
real property at issue. Thus, expert testimony is required in order for Wandering Trails to present any testimony on
value.
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF TJ ANGSTMAN IN SUPPORT OF
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land values were declining, when asked specifically how much values had declined he
responded: "I don't know without just guessing. And I know you don't want me to guess in
my deposition." Angstman depo., p. 119, I. 25- p. 120, 1. 1. If the only way for Mr. Angstman
to determine the value of the real property was to "guess" his "opinion" of value is speculative,
lacks foundsation and is inadmissible. Nothing has changed between the time of Mr. Angstman's
deposition and the submission of his affidavit that removes his "opinion" of value from the realm
of speculation.
There is nothing wrong per se about Mr. Angstman acting as an expert witness in this
case. Mr. Angstman would likely be a competent expert witness had he been timely disclosed
and if his "opinions" had adequate foundation. However, Plaintiffs failed to timely disclose him
as such. Defendants relied upon that non-disclosure by not retaining a rebuttal expert. Plaintiffs
cannot now "backdoor" this expert testimony by failing to label the affidavit as an expert report.
To do so would inflict great prejudice upon Defendants.
One specific opinion is particularly troubling. Mr. Angstman states: "At the time Piper
Ranch got involved in the project, the value of the land was between $1,700,000 and
$2,000,000.00." There is no question that this constitutes an expert opinion. In addition to the
late disclosure of this expert opinion, there is absolutely no foundation for this statement. No
appraisals have been produced. This statement should be stricken and not considered because of
the late disclosure and because there is a complete lack of foundation.
B.

In addition to expert opinions, Angstman's affidavit contains improper damage
testimony
On or about October 11, 2010, the parties entered into the Third Stipulation Regarding

Scheduling. The Court entered its Order Re: Third Stipulation Regarding Scheduling on or about
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?

October 18, 2010. Pursuant to the Third Stipulation Regarding Scheduling, the parties were to
supplement discovery by March 4, 2011.
The affidavit of Angstman contains late disclosure of damages evidence in addition to
improper expert testimony:
23.
Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Assignment
Agreement, with "Exhibit A" attached (the American Paving estimate). Based on
the terms of the Assignment Agreement, Piper Ranch was obligated to perform
work on the project worth approximately $160,000.00. The initial scope of work
(worth approximately $100,745.20) was described in the agreement and on the
American Paving estimate.
30.
Consequently, WTLLC (through contribution from LRI) has continued to
pay the interest payments on the property. From August 2008 to April 2011,
WTLLC has paid a total of $35,779.25 in interest payments to forestall
foreclosure of the property. Even though WTLLC has continued making these
payments, Piper Ranch (through the Schelhoms) continues to refuse to perform
any work on the project.
Angstman Affidavit.
Angstman' s affidavit was not produced until April 14, 2011 - about six weeks after the
disclosure deadline. Defendants relied upon the deadlines set forth in the Third Stipulation
Regarding Scheduling along with the Court's subsequent order. Plaintiffs do not even offer a
reason why this information was not timely produced. Thus, no good cause exists for extending
the deadlines. These paragraphs should be stricken from the Angstman Affidavit for failing to
comply with the agreed upon deadlines.
CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request that this Court grant their
Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavit of TJ Angstman.
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DATED this 28th day of April, 2011.
DINIUS LAW

~;z~

By:
Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
Attorneys for Defendants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 28th day of April, 2011, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

D
D
D

~

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile- No. 853-0117

cm!f:\Clients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Motion to Strike Angstman Aff.docx
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APR 2it 2011

Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
Telephone:
(208) 475-0100
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
ISB Nos.
5974, 7997
kdinius@diniuslaw. com
mhanby@diniuslaw. com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
-vsBIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.

----------------------------STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C
AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE
SCHELHORN IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS'/
COUNTERDEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)

)
: ss.
)

JULIE SCHELHORN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE SCHELHORN IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' /COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1

•..

..
1.

I am one of the Defendants in this matter and make this Affidavit on the basis of

my own personal knowledge and/or belief.
2.

The American Paving Bid was not included with or attached to the Assignment of

Limited Liability Company Interest I executed and no time for performance was stated within the
Agreement.
3.

No exhibit "A" was included with Assignment of Limited Liability Company

Interest.
4.

There was no agreement that the work was to be performed in 2008.

5.

Given the market conditions that existed in 2008, paving the lots in the

Wandering Trails subdivision did not make economic sense as it would cost more to complete
the paving than what the lots could be sold for- assuming you could locate a buyer.
6.

No reasonable time for performance ever existed because of the "bleak" market

conditions, as described and acknowledged by Angstman in conversations my husband and I had
with him as well as during his deposition.
7.

Wandering Trails was apparently having financial difficulties and was not solvent

prior to Piper Ranch becoming a member and the development had been listed for sale prior to
execution of the Assignment. Angstman never informed me or my husband of any financial
difficulties Wandering Trails was facing before we executed the assignment nor did he inform us
the entire project had been listed for sale.
8.

I never signed or agreed to be bound by the Operating Agreement for Wandering

Trails.
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.

AFFIDAVIT OF JULIE SCHELHORN IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
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DATED this 28th day of April, 2011.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 28th day of April, 2011.

My Commission Expires: 7 /

;:;/;:J_.p/3

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 28th day of April, 2011, a true and correct
copy ofthe above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3 649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

D
D
D

~

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile- No. 853-0117

for DINIUS LAW

cm/T:\Clients\S\Schelhom, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Affidavit of Julie Schelhom re Opposition to SJ.docx
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~--·~l . A~~~~~M.
APR 2 I 2011
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
K CANNON, DEPUTY

Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
DINIUS LAW
5680 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 130
Nampa, Idaho 83687
(208) 475-0100
Telephone:
Facsimile:
(208) 475-0101
5974, 7997
ISB Nos.
kdinius@dinius law. com
mhanby@diniuslaw. com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,
-vsBIG BITE EXCAVATION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, and Idaho
limited liability company, DOES 1-5,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J.
HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' I
COUNTERDEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)

Defendants.

)

----~----------------------- )
STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Canyon
)
Michael J. Hanby II, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1

26

1.

I am one of the attorneys for Defendants in this matter and make this Affidavit on

the basis of my own personal knowledge and/or belief.
2.

That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of relevant portions of

the Deposition Transcript of Thomas J. Angstman, taken January 20,2010.
FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT.
DATED this 28th day of April, 2011.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 28th day of April, 2011.

NDtYPUbliZ fur Idaho
My Commission Expires: 7; d?/~1..?
I

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. HANBY II IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS'/COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2

00

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 28th day of April, 2011, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703

D
D
D

[ZJ

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile- No. 853-0117

cm!f:\Ciients\S\Schelhorn, Tim and Julie 24334\Piper Ranch .000\Non-Discovery\Affidavit ofMJH re Opp to SJ.docx
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EXHIBIT A

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho)
limited liability company, and )
LIQUID REALTY, INC., an Idaho )
corporation,
)
)
Plaintiffs,
)
)
)
v.

Case No. CV09-5395C
VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN
January 20, 2010

) Boise, Idaho
BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an )
Idaho corporation, PIPER RANCH, )
LLC, an Idaho limited liability)
company, DOES 1-5,
)

)
Defendants.

)

~~~~~~~~~~~~-----)

BIG BITE EXCAVATION, INC., an )
Idaho corporation; and, TIM and)
JULIE SCHELEHORN, husband and ) Case No. CV09-11396
wife,
)

)
Plaintiffs,

)
)

)
)
THOMAS J. ANGSTMAN, an
)
individual; and, ANGSTMAN,
)
JOHNSON & ASSOCIATES, PLLC, an )
)
Idaho professional liability
company,
)
)
v.

Defendants.

Amy E. Simmons, CSR No.

)

685, RPR, CRR
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January 20, 2010

money.
But, you know, we certainly had hoped to have
lots ready during 2006, if we could. And that was my
goal.
Q. But that didn't happen?
A Well, I mean, we couldn't get Mr. Bernier's
property cleaned up even in -- you know, right away. And
that was the very first thing on the critical path. And
at some point in time, we had to, you know, offer to
remove it for him if he wasn't going to take care of it.
And at that point, he finally got it done. But that did
cause the main, big, first delay.
We're still working on other things such as our
approvals for the administrative splits, but it was a
hard time to get people to work because everybody was
busy. Prices were rising; people were busy. It was just
a difficult time in the industry.
Q. As of May 23rd or 24th, 2007, when you executed
the loan documents with Alpha Lending, was Phase I
approved for eight lots?
A We had recorded a record of survey for eight
lots. We believed that was what was --that that was
approved. Our engineer prepared that record of survey.
He's the one who signed it and stamped it and filed it.
Q. And I'm just trying to make sure I'm clear on
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single month, I would have a conversation with either
Timbre Wolf or Steve Vaught.
And they knew the status. They were still
willing to make -- at that point in time, they were still
willing to make advances on the loan.
Q. At what point in time?
A The '07 September date that you mentioned.
Q. Well, if you tum to paragraph 8.1, that's
where I get the deadline that they've imposed upon the
project.
It says, "The project shall be completed on or
before October 1, 2007, provided, however, that the time
within which the project shall be completed may be
extended for the time of any delays beyond the control of
borrowers except the obligation of the borrowers to fund
any shortfall in the construction withhold account."
If I understand you correctly, there was no
written modification of that completion deadline?
A. Correct. But there were certainly delays that
were beyond our control. And we did work diligently to
resolve those delays.
Q. But you're telling me that you understood that
even after October I, 2007, Alpha Lending was willing to
advance funds for the continued development efforts of
Phase I?
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the timeline.
You earlier testified at some point after the
record of survey was recorded, you got notification from
the county that -A They weren't accepting it.
Q. Correct. Did that occur before or after you
closed the Alpha Lending loan?
A After.
Q. Okay. Did you ever go back and discuss that
issue with Alpha Lending?
A Yes.
Q. Were there revisions to the collateral
documents to reflect the change from eight to six lots?

A

No.

Q. Okay. Did you realize when you signed the loan
agreement that Alpha Lending expected you to have those
eight lots done by October 1st, 2007?
A. I read this document. And so, yes, if that's
what it says, I understood the terms and certainly was
working with that in mind.
Q. And my question, then, was there any
modification or revision to this construction loan and
withhold agreement to reflect a different timetable?
A. We did not revise it in writing, but I met with
them and spoke with them on a monthly basis. So every
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A Yes.
Q. Is there any written approval from Alpha
Lending approving the change from eight lots to six lots?
A Certainly they don't approve of that. I mean,
they wanted eight lots. They have the same -- they have
the collateral of eight lots. It's just two of them are
non-buildable parcels. They didn't lose the collateral.
But what we all understood was that all of their
collateral was buildable. But as it turns out, only six
of the lots are buildable.
Q. Well, right. And I understand that-- I
understand the total area of real property didn't change,
but the change from six to eight lots certainly impacted
the value, didn't it?
A. Well, it's interesting because in Canyon
County, had Piper Ranch completed their obligations, then
we would have been able to get more administrative lot
splits and correct that problem of the collateral. And
that's because anytime a public street bisects a quarter
quarter section line, the two resulting parcels on either
side of the public street become new original parcels.
And those original parcels would then be eligible for
additional splits.
So we could have rectified at least part of the
problem, at least one of the lots, perhaps both, by
Page 76
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completing the development construction.
Q. Yeah. And we'll get into that.
But by the time that Piper Ranch was even
involved, we're well into '08?
A. Correct.
Q. And a short period of'09?
A. Correct.
Q. And I'm more focused right now in the '07 time
period. Because you'd agree with me the market was a
whole lot stronger in '07 than it was in '08 or '09?
A. It seems to keep getting worse.
Q. Do you recall-- I don't know if we've done
anything that jogs your memory-- when you recorded the
plat or plats for Dakota Crossing?
A. I really don't. I think that it was in the
year 2007. I think it was the summer of2007, but I
don't know the date. And there was certainly a delay
between Phase 1 and Phase 2. And -Q. At the time period, you know, May '07 when you
take out the Wandering Trails loan from Alpha Lending,
how many other development projects were you involved in
in that time period?
A. Well, I had construction going on, Heritage
Meadows. Phase 1 was finished by that time. We were
looking at Phase 2, deciding what to do there in '07.
Page 77
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Dakota Crossing, the next phase of Dakota
Crossing, we were -- we owned the land and we were
working on entitlements for that. We didn't start
construction, but we certainly were working on those
entitlements.
And then we have Bear Ridge, but it wasn't
under-- we didn't start that project. We just had the
entitlements and the land, but we hadn't started
construction.
And then I had projects in Montana,
four-plexes.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 12 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) I'm going to hand you what's
been marked Exhibit 12 and ask you if you recognize that
document.
A. I've seen it before.
Q. Okay. Do you know who prepared this document?
A. I'm not sure. It would either be Steve Lynn or
the engineers at Mason & Stanfield.
Q. Okay. Do you know when that preliminary budget
would have been prepared?
A. No.
Q. Do you know whether or not it was prepared
before you took out the loan or closed out the loan with
Alpha Lending?
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A. I really don't. I don't know why this was
prepared or what it's for. My guess-- I don't know.
Q. You don't know why it was prepared?
A. I don't know why because I don't know when.
And it's not in the format that Mr. Lynn used, which
would have been more of an Excel spreadsheet style. So
it's more likely this was done by the engineer.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 13 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) Okay. I'm going to hand you
what's been marked Exhibit 13.
Same question, do you know who prepared that?
A. It looks about the same form. I don't know who
prepared it.
Q. Were you involved in any discussions about
these preliminary budgets with the engineers for Phase 1?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know why the difference in the two
budgets? Because Exhibit 12 assumes a cost per lot
assuming eight lots of 65,256.
Exhibit 13, again, assuming eight lots, has a
cost of 47,747.
A. It looks like the main difference is in the
cost of paving. There -- one of the first sets of plans
I saw for the first phase included a cul-de-sac where
there would be no lots until later. The cul-de-sac, that
Page 79
cul-de-sac, didn't need to be paved at all until the
later phases.
There is also -- it could have been a
difference in the type of paving, whether we're going on
a public street standard or a private drive standard.
There is less expense in a private street. We certainly
looked at a lot of different ways of developing the
project.
So I don't know which -- what these are for or
who prepared them, but I do recall at the time looking
into those issues, if that answers your question.
Q. Kind of.
In connection with putting this budget together
to secure the loan from Alpha Lending, did you instruct
Mr. Lynn or did you do it yourself, obtain bids for the
roadwork in order to plug that into your line item
budget?
A. I believe we did both. First of all, we're
familiar with the cost of materials. We get takeoffs
from our engineers and we have relationships in the
industry.
So to know if we asked our contractors what
they might be, they would say, well, that's going for
this much per linear foot or this much per cubic yard,
whatever, so that we can get our own in-house estimates
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2007, Idaho Power had put their conduit in.
Q. So Idaho Power delayed you for several months?
A. Yes.
Q. After Idaho Power finished, did you notify
Nampa Paving or Greenwood to get going on the roads?
A. When Idaho Power fmished, I started looking
for fmn quotes and started-- that's when I got the
American Paving quotation.
Q. Okay. So you didn't get the American Paving
quote until after Idaho Power was done with their
trenching work?
A. They may have given me a preliminary one and
then I had them redo the numbers. At this time, the
economy had softened some. Prices were falling.
Asphalt, though, was hard to fmd. Some people
were out of their allocation of asphalt. And those that
weren't were charging the Jay Greenwood pricing.
Q. 200,000?
A. Well, again, this was being bid when the plans
reflected that cul-de-sac, so it was a lot more material
included in his bid too, to be fair to him.
But the asphalt pricing was starting-- you
know, there was still pressure on asphalt pricing because
of shortages. But labor was more available because the
economy had slowed. What people told me was that China
Page 101
was still taking a lot of asphalt, and so the pricing for
the asphalt was high. But it was -- it just depended.
The American Paving bid was quite good.
Q. So November of'07, asphalt prices were either
holding steady or increasing, and the market was
dropping?
A. The market for labor, for this type oflabor,
was dropping because there was some availability.
Q. Yeah. And I probably didn't phrase that
question very well.
My reference to the market softening had to do
with the real estate market. I mean, would you agree
that in November '07, the real estate market was starting
its downward turn?
A. I wouldn't say that. I mean, when it started
is anybody's guess. I mean, it started-- the downturn
may have started before the upturn and nobody noticed. I
don't know when it started.
Q. Well, tell me this: In November '07, now
you're taking a hard look at the costs associated with
completing the road for Phase 1?
A. Yes.
Q. I mean, you've asked American Paving for a bid;
you contacted Tim Schelehom for his thoughts on that
proposal.
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Did you do any kind of market analysis at that
juncture to see if your assumption of 100,000 per lot was
still valid and supportable?
A. Yes. I mean, we watched the market. We were
worried about pricing and we were worried about
absorption rates. But also we understood as a company
that this is a long-term project and that we needed-you know, long term we had high valuation on our
property.
We believed that there was lots of equity, and
that given the size of the parcel of the property and
our -- that we had maybe ten years where we could sell
ten or more lots per year. So it wasn't simply a one
phase over and out type plan, and so we certainly didn't
want to sell all of our lots in the down market, but we
didn't want to just wait forever to fmish the first
phase because we wouldn't be ready when the market
recovered if we had to start from scratch again with all
of our entitlements and all the -- you know, all of our
engineering and everything else.
Q. Well, I understand-- I think I understand your
statement that this was a long-term project
But you had short tenn financing; isn't that
right?
A. Well, yeah. We had a good relationship with
Page 103
the lenders and understood that if we did what we said we
would do, that they would probably extend our loans. On
the other hand, you never know. They're within their
rights to not extend the loans.
And the best way to repay the loan, even if the
lot sales weren't enough to cover the whole thing, is to
sell finished lots. Because there is no market for half
of the lots. You could convey them separately, but there
is not a market for unimproved subdivision lots.
Q. Back to my question.
In November of2007, then, ifl understood your
answer, you did analyze comparables.
And did you still believe in November 2007 that
those six lots in Phase 1 could still be marketed and
sold at 100,000 per lot?
A. I don't think we thought they'd sell for
100,000 per lot at that point in time. And we understood
that the absorption wouldn't be immediate either. We may
sell some lots, the first few lots, for less money to get
some activity in there and the later lots might sell for
more is what we were hoping.
What we actually thought the value was, I'd
have to go back again and look at that time period. I
don't remember for sure what we were-- but we constantly
watched the market and were aware of that.
Page 104
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options. One, I have a partner, Dan Walters, and were
looking at having him disassociate from the company. If
we could sell the property, that kind of eliminates the
need to disassociate him.
It -- I wanted to make sure I covered all of my
bases. If we could sell it in bulk and the-- if it made
sense to the members, I wanted that option available to
us.
The market was difficult and we didn't want to
ignore all the different ways that we can manage the
company to meet the goals of the company and the members.
Q. Well, and selling it would have done away with
any long-term development?
A. It would have, yes. It was our least desirable
option, but the bank had appraised the property in the
current market at a price level that we felt was still
pretty good. We felt that that gave us additional
support if we decided to sell the property in bulk to
show that information to a buyer.
It was a cost that the bank had incurred
without -- you know, they were, I'm sure, expecting me to
pay for it, but they had already incurred it and I had
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that infonnation, so I was using that to help that
process.
Q. And what was the date, month, and year of that
appraisal you're referring to?
A. I don't recall the date. I think that that
appraisal was given to me in the October of2007 month.
Q. Were the members consulted with respect to the
decision to list Wandering Trails for sale in bulk?

1
2
3
4
5

A. Y~.
Q. Okay. And who did you list Wandering Trails

9
10

with?

A. I listed that with Grubb & Ellis.
Q. And what was the asking price when you listed
it with Grubb & Ellis?
A. I don't recall. I think there was two prices.
I think there was a price with the six lots and a price
without.
Q. Okay. Do you know if the bulk listing was
placed in the J\.1LS?
A. Well, Grubb & Ellis is a commercial broker. I
don't think they're members of the .MLS, which is why I
think I gave them separate pricing. The individual lots
were listed with an .MLS broker for a period of time, but
they weren't finished. And he wasn't wanting to work
very hard because they weren't finished. And really we
Page 110
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were in a quandary of do we finish them or we sell it in
bulk? So because of that, I went with a commercial
broker that has what they call LoopNet, which is more of
a commercial type ofl\1LS system. So my understanding is
those were listed on LoopNet.
Q. In this October, November 2007 time frame when
you listed Wandering Trails for sale in bulk, did you
list any other developments for sale in bulk that you
were involved in?
A. Well, I didn't, but those companies, we had
some-- and I'm not sure if that was in October that the
I isting was done. I'm not sure that was my testimony.
But I did hire Grubb & Ellis to market several of my -well, not several -- the Dakota Crossing project as well
in bulk.
Q. How about Heritage Meadows? Was it listed for
in bulk also?
A. It may have been, but my partners were real
estate brokers in that, so the managing member of that
project was a real estate broker. And so whether they
had it listed for sale in bulk or not, I don't know.
I would have told Grubb & Ellis about it in
case they had someone interested.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 21 was marked.)
Page 111

Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) I'm going to hand you what's
been marked Exhibit 21 and ask you if you recognize that
document.
A. I do recognize this.
Q. What is it?
A. It's an e-mail from Carolyn Pav -- I can't
pronounce her last name. Carolyn at River Run
Investments.
Q. And if you look on the second page, it looks
like at least the initial e-mail from Ms. Pavlinik to you
was October 16th, 2007, trying to put together the
listing agreement for Shawna.
Who is Shawna?
A. Shawna is the broker of River Run Investments.
Q. Okay. Did you list Wandering Trails with River
Run Investments?
A. No.
Q. Okay. I see a reference on the first page of
Exhibit21, 12,000 an acre.
Is that what it was listed for with Grubb &
Ellis?
A. I don't know what the listing price was off the
top of my head with Grubb & Ellis.
Q. Well, does 12,000 an acre comport with your
memory of what Bank of the Cascades' appraisal in that
Page 112
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the end down there and that we were going to have to
replace the gravel that would be compacted for a fire -you have to have the ability to tum an emergency vehicle
around on a public -- on a roadway, whether it's public
or private. If we paved that, that's perfect. Nobody
can complain.
But you can compact -- you can compact gravel
on that turnaround, and the fire department will accept
it as a turnaround. But you can't use that material
again, because having driven around on it, it gets
contaminated. It's no longer structural. And so we
would have to remove the gravel and pave that when we
extend the road farther.
Q. So your understanding is it only relates to the
turnaround not being paved and not the entire road for
Phase 1?
A. Yeah. As you can see in Brent's proposal, he's
talking about 13,000 square feet of assumed asphalt area.
The three-quarter-inch road mix gravel section has
increased by three inches, adding 1,000 cubic yards of
road mix.
And that is why I'm asking him why has this
gravel section gotten bigger? We1ve actually increased
our costs, and we're supposed to be value engineering.
So we're talking about the section that's shown on the
Page 117
plans as a gravel area which is those turnarounds.
There is also a turnaround on the other end of
this road. So which one we're talking about -- maybe
we're talking about both. But -Q. But your understanding is the road for Phase I
is still going to be paved?
A. Absolutely.
Q. Okay. In your e-mail, October 17th, 2007, to
Stanfield with a copy to Dan Walters-A Which exhibit?
Q. Same exhibit, 22.
A. Okay. 22.
Q. There at the bottom of your e-mail it says,
"Sorry, but the new market conditions are making me very
cost conscious."
A Yes.
Q. What new market conditions existed as of
October 17th that you're referring to?
A Well, we've already discussed the fact that the
market has been softening. And, you know, the reality
was when the market was as strong as it was in 2005 and
2006, time was more valuable than money, if that makes
sense. The -- it would be more -- it would be worth it
to pay extra to get something done fast than it would be
to have delays.
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And the market had been changing to the point
where absorption rates were slower. We had time to be
more cost conscious and try to value engineer things
compared to where there is not a buyer for every single
lot, which is what the case was when we first started
working on these projects. Every lot that I could
complete I could sell twice or three times.
And so now I'm going to spend -- as I look at
this project, I'm going to spend my time making sure that
we manage the costs more aggressively than the time,
versus a year or two years before was more concerned with
turning out things quickly. Even if it costs a little
extra, it would be worth it. So that's what that meant.
Q. All right. Fair enough.
In this October, November 2007 time frame, what
did you believe the value of those lots to be?
A. I really would have to go back and look at my
records and look at the market. I-- off the top of my
head, it certainly feels to me like it's been in a fairly
steady state of decline since the 2000 -- beginning of
2007 where we thought we might be able to sell lots in
the 120 range for the best lots. Certainly by this point
in time it was much less than that.
Q. How much less?
A. I don't know without just guessing. And I know
Page 119
you don't want me to guess in my deposition.
Q. Had your costs to complete the lots gone down
similarly?
A. Not so much. As you can see, the bid from
Nampa Paving is still comparable to what we had been
budgeting earlier in 2007. And at least the information
I got from Mr. Schelehorn at the time I was contemplating
accepting this was that there was still pressure on
asphalt, and that people -- he had told me that he
thought in 2008 people might run out of their allocations
by the midyear in '08. That's what he had informed me.
So I knew I had to get -- I knew I didn't want
to wait and have American Paving run out of their
allocation. I knew that pricing would still be under
pressure. And once people's allocations were out, then
we were at the mercy of who had an allocation and what
they might charge.
Q. Throughout 2007, did you continue to represent
the Schelehorns?
A. I believe so. Well, not the Schelehorns, no,
but Big Bite.
Q. And I've seen affidavits you've fried in this
matter.
You understood that Tim and Julie were the sole
shareholders of Big Bite?
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of anything Tim would have told you.
Did anyone else during that time period tell
you that asphalt was difficult to obtain?
A. It's possible. This is the only project that I
was working on paving at that point in time.
And at that point in time, I had -- still had
full confidence that Schelehorns would complete the
work-- or Piper Ranch would have the work completed in
accordance with the agreement.
Q. And when you say you were still confident,
you're talking about the August 2008 time frame?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 31 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) I'm going to hand you what's
been marked Exhibit 31.
Do you recognize that?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Starting out at the top, it looks like
an e-mail to you from Julie on August 5th. Indicates
that you took a builder out there yesterday and he thinks
we can't get asphalt anymore this year.
Who was the builder you took out to Wandering
Trails?
A. Dreamworks Construction.
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Q.

Can you tell me what it is?

A. This is a letter to the members. We had had a
meeting with the Schelehorns to talk about where we go
from here.
They were concerned about putting -- performing
on their agreement because of the declining market, and
they wanted more compensation for that. And they-- and
in particular, although there was -- well, what I recall
is there was equity, substantial equity in the real
estate, but concern by the Schelehorns that Mr. Bernier
would receive his allocation of money as land was sold,
may not leave much to return their capital contributions
or their in-kind contributions.
And so I had them -- we discussed the situation
with Mr. Bernier, or I did. I'm not sure if he showed up
at the meeting we had, but I spoke to him. And I wanted
to encourage performance by the Piper Ranch but not get
involved in litigation if it could have been avoided.
Because if-- you know, if you become embroiled in
litigation, nothing can get done. It just becomes very
difficult. And as an attorney, I know that.
So I was looking for compromises. And this was
a compromise that, you know, the Schelehorns were saying
why should we pave all these lots when we can't sell them
all right now at prices we like? Yet I can't satisfY--
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Q. And who was that?
A. It's a home builder. Jack Charters at Larry
Magnum. Jack was the only one who came to the meeting.
Q. I'm sorry?
A. Jack is the only one who went out of the two.
Q. And what was Jack's last name?
A. Charters.
Q. In August '08, were you current with Bank of
the Cascades?
A. Yes.
Q. Alpha Lending?
A. Yes.
Q. And we've jumped forward, you know, some six
months or so to August of2008. Prices, real estate
prices continued to decline?
MR. CHRISTENSEN: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I would just say that between 2007 and
now we've been in a declining real estate market.
Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) Have we hit bottom yet?
A. I'd answer that I don't know. Some places.
(Deposition Exhibit No. 32 was marked.)
Q. (BY MR. DINIUS) I'm going to hand you what's
been marked Exhibit 32.
Do you recognize that document?
A. Yes.
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I can't sell any lots for any price without them being
paved. So ifi had a paved lot, then I could market
that. And when it sold, we could pave another one or
something. There may be some ways to work it out.
I was-- so that was the purpose of this, was
to get written consent to a change in the terms of the
operating agreement and alter the performance that was
required of Piper Ranch and get, you know, informed
consent from everybody.
Q. And Bernier consented to the changes you wanted
to make in the operating agreement?
A. Mr. Bernier said he would consent if everybody
was willing to do what this said.
Q. In September of'08, did you believe lot sales
were likely if the paving were completed?
A. Well, yes. I had a builder that wanted to take
some lots right away.
Q. Who?
A. Dreamworks.
Q. Did Dreamworks provide any written offers on
purchasing any of those lots?
A. They didn't provide a written offer.
Q. What was the purchase price that Dreamworks
offered to pay?
A. I don't recall. I had a price and he agreed to
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Thomas Angst man <tjaOOO@gmail.com>

RE: Wandering Trails
1 massage
Thomas J. Angstman <tj@angstman.com>
To: Gwen Thomson <gthomson@botc.com>
Cc: tjaOOO@gmail.com

Mon, Mar 17,2008 at3:30 PM

Gwen,

This would require me to bring several months of unpaid interest current right now. I don't have the money and quite frankly was counting on the cank to give me an interest reserve for
this after the appraisal came in where it did.

I don't have many options right now. Can the bank accrue the payments that are due through April1. 2008 and reduce the rate to prime+ .05 wtth my first payment due May 1"? That
will give me some time to make arrangements to pay interest, including bringing in a new partner or something. I have a deal with somebody that should give me some money by May
and 1am hoping my law practice will bear mora frutt by then. We have substantial receivables right now from people in the ccnstruction and development industry, so it has been a
double whammy...

Pretty please?

TJ

From: Gwen Thomson [ma11to:qthomson@botc.com]
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2008 3:10PM
To: Thomas J. Anqstman
Subject: RE: Wandering Trails

TJ,

The bank has approved extending the note until September2008 and removing Walters guarantee, but I can't get an interest reserve, even with the low loan-to-value. They are holding
hard to the "no interest reserve on land loans" policy. Can you make this work until you can sell tho property?

Gwen Thomson
Vloe President & commerclaJ Loan Officer
Bahk of the Cascades
121 North 9th Street, Su!tv 200

Sofie, ID 83702
Tet 208.319.2416

Fax: 208.319.2444

From: Thomas J. Angstman [mailto:tj@angstman.com]
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 10:18 AM

To: Gwen Thomson
Subject: RE: Wandering Trails
The appraisal looked good. Are we set for an interest reserve now? 1really need it at this point. Also, has the bank approved removing walters as a guarantor?

WT0074
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From: Gwen Thomson [mallto:gt!Jomson@botc.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 12:28 PM
To: Thomas J. Angstman
Subject: RE: Wandering Trails

Thanks for catching that! I will send you a revised Mod as ass as t can.

Gwen Thomson
Vice President & Commercial Loan Officer
Bank or the Cescadu
121 North 9th S!Teet, Sulle 200

Boise, 10 83702
Tet 208.319.2410

Fax; 20B.31Q..2444

From: Thomas J. Angstman [mailto:tilalanggman.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2007 3:25 PM
To: Gwen Thomson
Subject: Wande~ng Trails
I was signing the documents for Wandering Trails, but noticed.that it says "wandering Trails Heights" which is a great name, just not our name! Please fix it up to Wandering Trails, LLC
instead. Sorry I did no! notice ea~ier.

(

Sincerefy,

T. J. Angslman

208-853-0117 (Fax)

electronic transmission
accompanying
may contain confidential
Information belonging to the sender that is protected by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
18 U.S.C. §§ 2510 and 2521 and may be legally privileged. This message (and any associated files) is
Intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is confidential, subject to copyright or co nstitutes a trade secret. If you are not the
intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly proh ibited. If you have received this
communication In error, please notify Angstrnan, Johnson & Associates, PLLC immediately by
telephone (208-384-8588) and destroy the original message. Messages sent to and from us may be

WT0075
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Liquid Realty, Inc
3649 :N. £aR§Fiar6or Lane
(]3aise, Iialio 83 703

September 17, 2008
Tim Schelhorn
2930 Garrity Boulevard
Nampa, lD 83687
Mickey Bernier
20236 Purple Sage
Caldwell, Idaho 83607
Re:

Wandering Trails Capital Needs

Dear Tim and Mick:

I am writing to discuss the current situation with Wandering Trails, LLC. The first
phase improvements have not yet been completed and the company has need for
substantial capital to keep interest payments current.
The purpose of bringing in Piper Ranch, LLC (Piper), was to free up some capital
by having Piper complete some infrastructure improvements so that we would not need to
finance them - those savings would have financed our capital needs for the next year. I
haye beenl<:>wring.mo11eyto t.."'le companyto s;1tisfy themortgage obligations- something
I can no longer do under the current arrangements. I have met separately with each of
you to discuss the situation.
First, I spoke to Mick Bernier. Mick informs me that he cannot afford to pay
anything to keep the debt obligations current. It is pertinent to note that in the operating
agreement Mick is entitled to receive approximately $732,000 in additional funds, not
from profits, but from each sale of land. Mick also retains a 25% profit share. Thus, as
you can see, Mick has the most to lose if the projeCt ends up in foreclosure.
Next I met with Tim and Julie Schelhom of Piper. Piper's obligations to the
company include paving the first 6 lots as well as perfonning other work for a total of
$160,000. The company was to pay me $60,000 when the paving was completed on their
behalf to fund the first portion of their buy-in. The agreement does not call for the work
to be done at a particular time, but I think there is no dispute that more than a reasonable
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Page2
time has elapsed. Other developments have made it more difficUlt for Piper to do
this, including the slow sales in other development projects and the increase in ·
asphalt pricing.
This being said, we cannot sell the lots and thereby reduce our interest
expenses if they are not paved. The market is so bleak that it might not make
sense to pave them all right away since they may not sell right away, especially if
this entails additional borrowing by the Company. I certainly do not want to draw
more funds from the loan that accrues interest at a fairly high rate if at all
possible. Tim and Julie did agree to pay some of the interest carry expense right
now.and get numbers to pave-perhapsthree.{3) of.the lots. Given the current
market state, I would prefer to work this out rather than point fingers. I do think it
is important to have something finished to show potential buyers. The project
will fail if we don't do something soon.
Finally the company has the following financing: Alpha Funding loan
($280,000- matures May 1, 2009- $2670/Month) and the Bank of the Cascades
loan ($483,477.53 -matures 9/21108 - $2600/Month. Liquid Realty, Inc. (LRI)
loaned the company approximately $25,281.69 so far this year to make the ·
monthly payments. The Bank of the Cascades (BOTC) may not renew the loan
right now given their current financial situation, I am still waiting to hear from
them. The operating agreement does not obligate LRI to continue loaning the
company money and LRI cannot continue to make these payments without more
formal arrangements. The property has been listed for sale with various brokers
without much success during the last 2 years. We will try another broker, but the
current market does not look good for a bulk sale.
I have the following proposal to restructure the project:
I will agree to arrange an additional $25,000 in financing to pay mortgage
payments fr!rough May of2Q09 under the. foUqwing conditions:
1.

The Schelhorns agree to pay the Alpha lending note starting with the
September 2008 payment (or reimburse LRI if it is paid before this is
accepted). The Schelhorns will receive a credit toward their required
capital contributions for each such payment, i.e. These payments will
reduce the additional work they would have been required to do after
paving the first 6 lots.

2.

The Schelhorns arrange to pave the first 3 lots by December 1, 2008 so
that we can market those lots in FY 2009. The company will not
waive the duty to pave the other lots, but that will not be required until
90 days after the first 3 have sold and closed (weather permitting).
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3.

Bef!lier r~duces the payment due to him under the operating-agreement
to reflect a current balance due of $250,000 with his first payment to
occur only after $250,000 has been distributed to the members
(including Bernier). In other words, the first $250,000 available for
distribution will be distributed to the members $125,000 to LRI,
$62,500 to Bernier and $62,500 to Schelhorn (assuming they have
completed their purchase terms).
The next $250,000 will be
distributed to Bernier. Capital accounts will be reduced to zero and
then all distributions will be based on the 50/25/25 sharing ratios.
Obviously these distributions are only going to be made after the
company debts are paidin full.

4.

Each member of the company must give consent to the company
executing a mortgage or deed of trust to secure the funds that have
already been advanced and u1e additional $25,000 that will be obtained
(the total will be $50,000 unless additional advances are necessary).
These funds may come from me, a family member or an affiliate of me
or my family members. The tenris of the loan will be a balloon note
bearing 12% interest due in full on April30, 2009.

5.

I will immediately list the property for sale with a broker for either
bulk sale or lot-by-lot sales, but in the current market, I do not think a
sale is likely.

What do we do if this is not acceptable? There are many options. I guess that my
first inclination is to just deed the property back to :MI. Bernier subject to a claim
for funds that have been lent to the company by LRI. I don't think this is feasible
because :MI. Bernier cannot obtain financing to pay off the existing loans and they
will surely begin foreclosure if we disband the company. We can give our lenders
a deed in lieu of foreclosure. We can do nothing. We can default on our loans
and try to retain 1:J:;te property w.hiJe we sell it.. Sh.ort of keeping th.e Joaps current
or selling the project, we are looking at a total loss in the scenarios I can
contemplate. If either of you have other' suggestions, please let me know,
otherwise, I would like your consent to modify our LLC agreement as set forth
above.
Since you are either clients or former clients of my law firm, please
remember I cannot give you advice on these matters. The same disclosure as
provided in our operating agreement in paragraph 9.04 applies to this situation:

9.04 Waiver of Conflict Interest
The Company and each Member are not represented by separate
counsel; provided however, in conne_ction with the drafting and negotiation ·
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of this Agreement, Liquid Realty, Inc., (and not the Company or any other
Member), have been represented separately by Angstman Law, PLLC. The
attorneys, accountants and other experts who perform services for any
Member may also perform services for the Company. To the extent that the
foregoing representation constitutes a conflict of interest, the Company and
each Member hereby expressly waive any such conflict of interest.
Some members of the Company are legal clients of T.J. Angstman,
President of Liquid Realty, Inc. A particular Idaho Rule of Professional
Conduct is applicable every time that a lawyer enters into a business
transaction with a client or former client. I;R.P.C. 1.8(a) provides, as'follows:
A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with
a client or lmowingly acquire an ownership, possessory,
security or other pecuniary interest adverse to a client unless;
(1) the transaction and terms on which the lawyer acquires the
interest are fair and reasonable to the client, and are fully
disclosed and transmitted in writing to the client in a manner
which can be reasonably understood by the client; (2) the client
is given a reasonable opportunity to seek the advice of
independent counsel in the transaction; and (3) the client
consents in writing thereto.
(b) A lawyer shall not use information relating to the
representation of a client t9 the disadvantage of the client
unless the client consents after consultation.
While entering into his business transaction is not prohibited by the
rules, it does require that certain, more complete, disclosures be made to
members who are current or former clients of Angstman Law, PLLC than in
an .ordin~ry business transaction, and that the transaction be fair .to s~ch
current or former clients. One public policy and reasons why such a rule
exists are that situations where attorneys are entering into business
transactions with their clients can involve inadequate or unclear disclosure
by the attorney, division of the attorney's loyalties, attorney advice that is not
based on the client's best interest, or a marked disparity in sophistication in
business or legal matters between the attorney and the client. The rule is
desigD.ed to make sure that attorneys do not exploit their clients in any of
theses respects.
Obviously, all of the foregoing are risks of this contemplated
transaction and reasons why it could be disadvantageous to current and
former clients of Angstman Law, PLLC. The advantages of the contemplated
transaction to you would participation in a potentially lucrative business
opportunity. However, the proposed business venture is not without risk.
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There is substantial risk that the property will not receive entitlements or
that fmancing for the project will be unavailable on terms that are
advantageous to the Company. Further, there may be no market for the
1mished development lots if the entitlements are received. As a result, it
possible to lose a part of or all of yoqr capital contribution.

is

Further, it is important at this point to realize that this business
transaction discussed above is separate and apart from Angstman Law,
PLLC's representation of you if you are a client of Angstman Law, PLLC. In
negotiation this transaction, Angstman Law, PLLC is not representing your
, mterests. T. J. Angstman has expressly adVised you to seek independent legal
counsel or other rmancial or business counsel regarding this transaction. If
you feel rushed, discuss this fact with your attorney as there is no reason to
rush this decision. Again, T. J. Angstman is not representing your interests in
this matter but is looking out for his own business interests.
By signing below, you agree and consent to negotiation of this
busiriess transaction as set forth in this agreement. The resolution of this
business matter will not affect Angstman Law, PLLC's zealous
representation of you in any matter where it currently represents you.
Please call me after you have reviewed the above information.
Sincerely yours,
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Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
WANDERING TRAILS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company, and LIQUID
REALTY, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Plaintiffs,
-vsBIG BITE EXCAVA TION,INC., an Idaho
corporation, PIPER RANCH, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; TIM and JULIE
SCHELHORN, individuals; and, DOES 1-5,
Defendants.
--------------------------------

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV09-5395C
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' I
COUNTERDEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

COME NOW, Defendants Piper Ranch, LLC, Tim Schelhorn, and Julie Schelhorn, by
and through their counsel of record, the law firm of Dinius & Associates, PLLC, and hereby file
this Opposition to Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment.

ORIGINAL
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' /COUNTERDEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1
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l

INTRODUCTION

On April 1, 2011, Defendants Piper Ranch, Tim Schelhorn, and Julie Schelhorn
(collectively, "Defendants") filed their Second Motion for Summary Judgment. In response,
Plaintiffs filed a Motion to Adjust Pre-Trial Deadlines as well as a Motion for Summary
Judgment.
Wandering Trails, LLC is an Idaho company in which Liquid Realty, Inc. is the
managing member. Liquid Realty, Inc. is an Idaho corporation in which T.J. Angstman is the
president and owner.
The Schelhorns are the sole members of Piper Ranch, LLC. T.J. Angstman and his firm
have represented Big Bite, Piper Ranch, and the Schelhorns personally in a number of matters
prior to this lawsuit. In other words, T.J. Angstman has represented every entity and party to this
lawsuit at one time or another.
In November 2007, Angstman approached the Schelhorns and proposed a partnership in
the

Wandering

Trails

Development.

Affidavit

of TJ

Angstman

in

Plaintifft/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Angstman Aff."),

Support
~

of

20. The

parties signed a document entitled Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest which
purported to assign a membership interest in Wandering Trails to Piper Ranch in exchange for
excavation work to be completed by Piper Ranch. Id., Ex. C.
Due to a variety of reasons, Piper Ranch has not performed the excavation work on the
Wandering Trails project. First, there is no time for performance set forth in the agreement. Id.
Market conditions were rapidly in decline and it became apparent that it would cost more to pave
the lots than the lots were worth. Affidavit of Michael J Hanby II ("Hanby Aff. "), Ex. A,
Deposition of TJ Angstman, p. 166; Ex. 32. Also, the fact that the lots were worth less than the
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cost of paving raises the question of whether an interest in the development constitutes valid
consideration.
As stated in Defendants' Second Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs have failed to
timely disclose any evidence of damages as required by this Court's Scheduling Order and the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. In an attempt to remedy this blatant deficiency, Plaintiffs have
sought to introduce an affidavit of TJ Angstman. However, as described in detail in Defendants'
Motion to Strike, that affidavit is littered with impermissible expert testimony and damages
testimony. For the same reason Defendants' Second Motion for Summary Judgment should be
granted, Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment must be denied.
ARGUMENT

A.

Legal Standard

I.R.C.P. 56 (b) provides:
A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted or
a declaratory judgment is sought may, at any time, move with or without
supporting affidavits for a summary judgment in that party's favor as to all or any
part thereof. Provided, a motion for summary judgment must be filed at least 60
days before the trial date, or filed within 7 days from the date of the order setting
the case for trial, whichever is later, unless otherwise ordered by the court.
Summary judgment is appropriate when there are no genuine issues of material fact relating to
the liability of the moving party and the moving party is thus entitled to judgment as a matter of
law. King v. Lang, 136 Idaho 905, 908-09, 42 P.3d 698, 701-02 (2002). In order to determine
whether judgment should be entered as a matter of law, the court must examine the pleadings,
depositions, affidavits, and admissions on file. Roberts v. Wyman, 135 Idaho 690, 694, 23 P.3d
152, 156 (Ct. App. 2000).
Generally, when considering a motion for summary judgment, the court "'liberally
construes the record in a light most favorable to the party opposing the motion and draws all
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reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor.'" King, 136 at 909, 42 P.3d at 702
(quoting Brooks v. Logan, 130 Idaho 574, 576, 944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997). A mere scintilla of
evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts, however, is insufficient to withstand summary
judgment; there must be sufficient evidence upon which a jury could reasonably return a verdict
resisting the motion. Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437,439,958 P.2d 594, 596 (1998).
Moreover, a party opposing summary judgment cannot demand a trial simply because of
the "speculative possibility that a material issue of fact may appear at that time." Heath v.
Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 714, 8 P.3d 1254, 1257 (Ct. App. 2000). Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 56(e) is identical to its federal counterpart and, thus, federal law is instructive in
an analysis of whether summary judgment is appropriate in this matter. Id at 713, 8 P.3d at
1256. It is not the intent of F.R.C.P. 56, nor is it the intent of I.R.C.P. 56, "to preserve purely
speculative issues of fact for trial." ld, 8 P.3d at 1256 (quoting Exxon Corp. v. Fed Trade
Comm 'n, 663 F.2d 120, 128 (D.C. Cir. 1980).
Here, drawing all inferences in favor of Defendants, Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary
Judgment must be denied in full.
B.

Plaintiffs' Motion with respect to the Breach of Contract and Breach of the
Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing must be denied

Plaintiffs argue that they are entitled to summary judgment on their claim for breach of
contract. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment, p. 7. Specifically, Plaintiffs state that there is no dispute that a contract existed, that
there was a time for performance, that Piper Ranch has not performed the work, or that Plaintiffs
suffered damages. !d., p. 7-8.
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1.

Plaintiffs' failure to produce evidence of damage bars their claims

First and foremost, as discussed in Defendants' Second Motion for Summary Judgment,
Plaintiffs failed to timely produce any evidence of damages as required by this Court's
Scheduling Order and the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. That fact makes it impossible for
this Court to grant Plaintiffs' Motion because damages is a necessary element of any
breach of contract/good faith claim. See IDJI 6.10.1. For that reason alone, Plaintiffs' Motion

for Summary Judgment should be denied.
2.

The Assignment does not have a time for performance

Even if this Court were to consider Plaintiffs' contention, it is clear that they are not
entitled to summary judgment. Plaintiffs state: "Nor is there any dispute that the Piper Ranch
Work was to be performed in 2008." Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants'

Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 7. First, nowhere in the Assignment of Limited Liability
Company Interest is a time for performance stated. Angstman Aff., Ex. C. Plaintiffs contend that
the American Paving Bid was included as exhibit "A" to that document. Piper Ranch and the
Schelhorns adamantly dispute that fact.

Affidavit of Julie Schelhorn.

No exhibit "A" was

included with Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest. !d. There was no agreement
that the work was to be performed in 2008. !d. Given the market conditions that existed in
2008, paving the lots in the Wandering Trails subdivision would have been like throwing freight
on a sinking ship. !d.
Moreover, it is disingenuous to argue that all agree that a time for performance was set
when TJ Angstman acknowledged that no time for performance is specified in the Assignment:
The company was to pay me $60,000 when the paving was completed on their
behalf to fund the first portion of their buy-in. The agreement does not call for
the work to be done at a particular time, but I think there is no dispute that
more than a reasonable time has elapsed.
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The market is so bleak that it might not make sense to pave them all right
away since they may not sell right away, especially if this entails additional
borrowing by the company.
Hanby Aff., Ex. A, Angstman Depo, Ex. 32 (emphasis added).
Thus, TJ Angstman himself has acknowledged that the Assignment does not call for a
particular time for performance. Plaintiffs argue that even if the Assignment does not state the
time for performance, the law assumes a reasonable time for performance. Memorandum in
Support of Plaintif.fs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 16. However, no
reasonable time for performance ever existed because of the "bleak" market conditions, as
described and acknowledged by Angstman. Affidavit ofJulie Schelhorn.
Because no time for performance is stated by the Assignment, and because no time for
performance ever arose, Defendants were not obligated to perform the work described in the
Assignment. As such, there is no breach of contract or breach of implied covenant of good faith
and Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied.
3.

Plaintiffs have produced absolutely no evidence on causation

In order to prove their claim for breach of contract, Plaintiffs must introduce evidence
that their claimed damages were caused by the breach complained of. See IDJI 6.1 0.1. Here,
Plaintiffs fail to even allege causation.
Plaintiffs state that Defendants failure to perform the work as described in the missing
exhibit

"A"

1s

a

breach

of

the

Assignment.

Memorandum

in

Support

of

Plaintif.fs/Counterdeftndants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 7-8. However, Plaintiffs present
no evidence and no testimony that links the alleged breach in any way to Plaintiffs' claimed
damages. No evidence of sales that were lost due to a failure to pave lots has been presented. In
fact, the more likely scenario for an alleged damage to Plaintiffs is that those damages were
suffered as a result of the bleak market that existed in 2008 and that continues to exist today.
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Regardless, it is the burden of Plaintiffs to come forward at summary judgment with competent
admissible evidence regarding causation. Plaintiffs have submitted nothing in this regard - nor
can they.
Moreover, implied in every contract is a duty to mitigate damages. If, as Plaintiffs claim,
their loss is due to Piper Ranch's failure to pave the lots, why not hire a different company to do
that work? In fact, in order to mitigate their damages, Plaintiffs were obligated to seek other
means to pave the lots. WTLLC did not contract with any other company to do that work. As
such, Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment must be denied.
4.

Plaintiffs' newly claimed damages are speculative

Plaintiffs claim that LRI has been damaged in the amount of $60,000 and that WTLLC
has

been damaged

in the

amount

of $135,779.25.

Memorandum

in

Support

of

Plaintifft/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 8. Those numbers appear in the

Assignment:
3.
Purchase Price; Payment. Assignee shall pay Assignor for the assignment
of the Interest the sum of $60,000 payable as follows: Buyer 1 agrees to pay for or
otherwise arrange for work to be done in furtherance of the Company's
development plan with a total value equal to $160,000.00. It is agreed that the
first such work shall be in accordance with the Scope of Work provided for in the
attached Exhibit "A", including pit run, aggregate and paving. In exchange
therefore Assignee shall obtain a capital account in the Company equal to
$40,745.20 and the Company shall distribute to Assignor the sum of $60,000
upon completion of such work. Assignee shall commit to pay for or complete
additional work with a fair market value of $59,254.80, which shall all be a credit
to the Capital Account of Assignee and upon the completion of such work,
Assignee shall have a capital account of$100,000.00.
Angstman Aff., Ex. C (emphasis added).

1

It is unclear who "Buyer" is referring to. Liquid Realty is identified as "Assignor," Piper Ranch is identified as
"Assignee," and Wandering Trails is identified as "the Company." Since this Assignment was drafted by Angstman,
all ambiguities must be construed against him.
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First, this is not a "liquidated damages clause." This paragraph merely describes work
that may be performed and assigns a value thereto. What is completely missing is a time for
performance or a scope of work, since no exhibit "A" was ever provided.
As to LRJ, the Assignment clearly states that the $60,000 is to come from the Company
(i.e. Wandering Trails, LLC) not the Defendants. As such, LRI cannot use this as a basis for
damage against Defendants. Moreover, the Assignment is ambiguous as to where this $60,000
was to come from. According to Angstman' s affidavit, it could not have come from construction
draws because Wandering Trails would not be taking further draws as of September 2008. See
Angstman A.ff. ~ 25.

The only conceivable method for the Company to pay Angstman $60,000 would be from
lot sales. Again, Plaintiffs have produced no evidence of any contemplated lot sales or that lots
would have sold had they been paved. In fact, given the bleak market conditions, it is unlikely
that any of the lots would have sold enabling LRI to obtain $60,000. Again, Plaintiffs have
utterly failed to meet their burden and take this damage claim out of the realm of speculation.
As for the $135,779.25 claimed by WTLLC, those alleged losses were offset by the
absence of the capital account. Plaintiffs claim that WTLLC was to have $100,000 worth of
work performed. What they fail to mention is that WTLLC was required to give Piper Ranch a
corresponding $1 00,000 capital account. While it is undisputed that the work was not performed,
WTLLC did not have to provide a corresponding capital account. Therefore, no damage was
suffered.
With respect to the remaining $35,779.25 in ongoing interest payments, these damages
were not disclosed until the affidavit of TJ Angstman was filed. Accordingly, Defendants have
moved to strike that testimony. See Motion to Strike. Moreover, Plaintiffs have produced no
evidence that those payments were made, only the bare allegations of Angstman. Because a
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party cannot rest on mere allegations at summary judgment, Plaintiffs have failed to come forth
with evidence that any interest payments were made. Lastly, Plaintiffs do not explain how or
why Defendants are obligated to pay all of the interest payments on the Wandering Trails
project.
Because Plaintiffs' damages are speculative and unsupported, Plaintiffs' Motion for
Summary Judgment must be denied.
C.

For the same reasons, Plaintiffs' Motion with respect to Promissory Estoppel must
be denied

Next, Plaintiffs argue that they are entitled to summary judgment on their promissory
estoppel claim because they suffered damage as a result of reliance upon a promise made by
Piper Ranch. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary
Judgment, 9.

To prevail on a claim for promissory estoppel, the Plaintiffs must establish three
elements: 1) the detriment suffered in reliance was substantial in an economic sense; 2)
substantial loss to the promisee acting in reliance was or should have been foreseeable by the
promisor; and 3) the promisee must have acted reasonably in justifiable reliance on the promise
as made. Gillespie v. Mountain Park Estates, LLC, 138 Idaho 27, 29 56 P.3d 1277, 1279 (2002).
For the same reasons as described above, Plaintiffs have failed to produce any evidence
that they suffered any damage as a result of an alleged breach by Defendants. As such, their
claim for promissory estoppel necessarily fails.
Moreover, summary judgment is not appropriate based on the alleged promise to perform
the work. First, as described above, Defendants did not promise to perform the work at any
specific time and no reasonable time to perform the work arose, due to bleak market conditions.
Second, no exhibit "A" was attached to the Assignment that described the scope of work to be
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completed. Thus, the Assignment is ambiguous and vague as to what exact work was to be
performed.
An issue of fact clearly exists as to whether any alleged reliance was reasonable. As

acknowledged by Angstman, real estate market conditions were bleak in 2008. There is no
evidence that the market has gotten substantially better or that recovery is in sight. Thus,
Defendants are entitled to a presumption at summary judgment that relying on Defendants to
"throw freight onto a sinking ship" is per se unreasonable.
Because Plaintiffs are unable to prove their claim of promissory estoppel, their Motion
for Summary Judgment must be denied.
D.

Alter-Ego theory

As stated in Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Second Motion for Summary
Judgment, Idaho recognizes that a limited liability company (company) is a separate legal entity
"distinct from its members." See I.C. § 30-6-104(1). As a separate legal entity, misconduct of a
company's member is inapplicable against the company, unless the claimant demonstrates that
the company is actually the alter ego of the member. To prove that a company is the alter ego of
a member ofthe company, a claimant must demonstrate "(1) a unity of interest and ownership to
a degree that the separate personalities of the [company] and individual no longer exist and (2) if
the acts are treated as acts of the [company] an inequitable result would follow." Sirius LC v.
Erickson, 244 P.3d 224 (Idaho 201 0). Further, the court will look to whether the corporation is
obviously under-capitalized; the failure of either the parent or subsidiary to adhere to corporate
formalities; and the formation of the subsidiary to perpetrate a fraud. Ross v. Coleman Co., Inc.,
114 Idaho 817,761 P.2d 1169 (1988).
In the Amended Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that "Tim and Julie Schelhorn did not
recognize or follow corporate distinctions in operating Piper Ranch, such as failing to separate
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Piper Ranch's bank accounts, paying Piper Ranch bill with Big Bite funds and failing to obtain
formal company approval for contracts entered into by Piper Ranch." Amended Complaint,~ 53.
Plaintiffs further allege that Tim and Julie Schelhorn have treated Piper Ranch as merely a
conduit to carry out their own personal business ventures. !d.,

~

54.

Here, there is simply insufficient evidence to conclude that the Schelhorns have treated
Piper Ranch as a mere conduit for their personal affairs. Piper Ranch maintains its own bank
account with Valley Community Credit Union. Affidavit of Michael J Hanby in Support of

Defendants' Second Motion for Summary Judgment, on file herein, Ex. E, Deposition of Julie
Schelhorn ("J. Schelhorn Depo."), Deposition Exhibit 20. Further, Piper Ranch and the
Schelhorns file tax returns in a generally accepted manner and as required by the IRS. Affidavit

of Teresa Pulliam in Support of Defendants' Second Motion for Summary Judgment, on file
herein. The only bill produced by Plaintiffs that Big Bite paid with Piper Ranch funds was a
single check paid to Angstman Johnson & Associates? J. Schelhorn Depo., pp. 123-124. Julie
Schelhorn explained that this check was simply an oversight. !d. Moreover, Plaintiffs do not
allege that Piper Ranch was formed to perpetrate any fraud. Nor can Plaintiffs point to any legal
authority establishing that Piper Ranch failed to adhere to corporate formalities.
Even taking into account the single bill paid by Big Bite, Plaintiffs have produced
insufficient evidence to conclude that the Schelhorns are utilizing Piper Ranch as a mere conduit
for their personal affairs. Further, Plaintiffs have failed to disclose any expert witnesses with
respect to this issue. Plaintiffs have failed to disclose any expert witness that would testifY that
Piper Ranch failed to maintain proper corporate formalities or failed to properly file taxes.

2

In an effort not to sound like a broken record, Defendants will not re-produce its argument on the propriety of their
former legal counsel using information gained in the course of legal representation against his former clients in this
proceeding.
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Again, the time for disclosure of witnesses and evidence has come and gone. Plaintiffs have
utterly failed to present any evidence on its allegations of Alter Ego/Piercing the Corporate Veil.
Moreover, Plaintiffs insincerely argue "the Schelhorns choose to disregard the separate
entity and include Piper Ranch, LLC on their own personal tax returns."

Memorandum in

Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 12.

A disregarded

entity for tax purposes does not equate to a disregarded entity for purposes of an alter ego
analysis. 3
Idaho law is clear that a limited liability company is separate and distinct from its
members. Plaintiffs entered into an alleged agreement with Piper Ranch - not Tim and Julie
Schelhorn and not Big Bite. There is insufficient evidence to sustain Plaintiffs' claim on this
issue, let alone entitle Plaintiffs to summary judgment.

E.

Indemnification and Contribution
Plaintiffs next argue that they are entitled to summary judgment on Piper Ranch's claims

of Indemnification and Contribution. Plaintiffs state that the project was sol vent and that the loan
was commercially reasonable and the terms were not "unfavorable." Memorandum in Support of

Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 15.
The only evidence submitted in support ofthese contentions is in the form of Angstman's
affidavit. However, as argued in Defendants' Motion to Strike, the portions relied upon here are
inadmissible because they unquestionably constitute undisclosed expert opinions. These
assertions also contradict Angstman's testimony that he did not know the value of the lots in
2007 or today "without just guessing." Hanby Aff., Angstman Depo., pp. 119-120.
3

(a) Business entities. For purposes of this section and section 301.7701-3, a business entity is any entity
recognized for federal tax purposes (including an entity with a single owner that may be disregarded as an
entity separate from its owner under section 301. 7701-3) that is not properly classified as a trust under section
301.7701-4 or otherwise subject to special treatment under the Internal Revenue Code. PROCED. & ADMIN. REGs.,§
301.7701-2 (emphasis added). In other words, the fact that an entity is disregarded for tax purposes does not change
the classification of that entity as a business entity, and thus entitled to be treated as a separate entity.
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Further, Plaintiffs argument that the Operating Agreement dispenses with this claim is
unsupported.

Piper Ranch is only precluded from raising indemnification and contribution

theories as a result of "willful misconduct or gross negligence in performing or failing to perform
such Member's (and/or such officer's) duties ... " Angstman A.ff., Ex. D. Here, Piper Ranch has
raised sufficient issues that are not described as "willful misconduct or gross negligence" to
prevail on these claims.
Moreover, Angstman in his deposition acknowledged that prices and values or real estate
were falling and that asphalt prices were rising. Hanby A.ff., Angstman Depo., p. 101, 11. 12-25.
He had attempted to sell these specific lots as a bundle to no avail. !d., pp. 110-111.
Angstman also failed to inform and misled the Schelhoms as to pertinent facts as to the
strength of the Wandering Trails development. Angstman was communicating to the Bank of
the Cascades and stated "I don't have many options right now. Can the bank accrue the payments
that are due through April 1, 2008, and reduce the rate to prime plus .05 with my first payment
due May 1st? That will give me some time to make arrangements to pay interest, including
bringing in a new partner or something." Hanby A.ff., Angstman Depo., Ex. 30. Angstman stated
that this "new partner" was Piper Ranch. This email makes it clear that Wandering Trails was
having financial difficulties and was not solvent prior to Piper Ranch becoming a member. This
is contrary to the representations made by Angstman. Affidavit ofJulie Schelhorn.
Indemnity is an equitable principal based on the general theory that one compelled to pay
damages caused by another should be able seek recovery from that party. May Trucking Co. v.
International Harvester Co., 97 Idaho 319, 543 P.2d 1159 (1975).

Here, the conduct of

Plaintiffs described above certainly gives rise to a claim for indemnity and contribution. As
such, Plaintiffs' claim for summary judgment on this count must be denied.
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F.

Negligence/Gross Negligence
The main thrust of Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment on this claim is the

"economic loss rule."

Memorandum in Support of Plaintifft/Counterdefendants' Motion for

Summary Judgment, p. 18. The economic loss rule states that, " [u]nless an exception applies, the
economic loss rule prohibits recovery of purely economic losses in a negligence action because
there is no duty to prevent economic loss to another." Blahad v. Richard B. Smith, Inc., 141
Idaho 296, 108 P .3d 996 (2005).
Plaintiffs, however, fail to address the "special relationship exception" to this rule. Two
forms of a special relationship have been recognized: 1) where a professional or quasiprofessional performs personal services; and 2) where an entity holds itself out to the public as
having expertise regarding a specialized function, and by so doing, knowingly induces reliance
on its performance of that function." ld.
Here, both exceptions to the economic loss rule apply. There is no question that
Angstman was an attorney for Piper Ranch, the Schelhorns, and their other company, Big Bite.
He necessarily has a "special relationship" based on his representation of these entities. It is
commonly understood that an attorney holds a special place of trust with clients and former
clients. That is why the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct discourage attorneys from entering
into private business deals with clients. This fact alone indicates that the economic loss rule does
not apply.
Moreover, Wandering Trails and Angstman held themselves out publicly as having
expertise regarding real estate development. A quick glance at Angstman's affidavit makes this
fact abundantly clear. Moreover, there is no question that Piper Ranch relied upon that expertise
to their determinant. As such, the economic loss rule is simply inapplicable to this case.
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Finally, Piper Ranch has presented sufficient evidence that Plaintiffs were negligent in
managing and developing the Wandering Trails project. First, Wandering Trails had only six
lots rather than the eight that were represented. Hanby Ajf., Angstman Depo., pp. 73-74. This
certainly impacted the value ofthe development. !d., pp. 76-77. These facts, combined with the
fact that Plaintiffs misrepresented the strength and viability of the project to Piper Ranch
certainly give rise to claims for negligence and gross negligence. As such, summary judgment is
inappropriate as to these claims.

G.

Piper Ranch's Breach of Contract Claim
Next, Plaintiffs argue that Piper Ranch's claim for breach of contract should be

dismissed. Plaintiffs argue that all parties knew there was a possibility to never see a profit from
the project. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary

Judgment, p. 19.
Again, this argument fails to account for the misrepresentations made by Angstman with
respect to the strength of the project. Wandering Trails project was in financial trouble with
Bank of the Cascades and the entire project had been put up for a "bulk sale" in November 2007,
prior to Piper Ranch gaining a membership interest. Hanby AJJ., Angstman Depo., p. 111-112.
Failing to disclose and withholding material facts known at the time of the Assignment
constitutes a breach of the agreement. As such, Plaintiffs have failed to meet their burden and
summary judgment is not appropriate on this claim.

H.

Piper Ranch's Fiduciary Duty Claim
Pursuant to Idaho Code 30-6-409, a member of a "limited liability company owes to the

company and, subject to section 30-6-901(2), Idaho Code, the other members the fiduciary duties
of loyalty and care ... ".
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Plaintiffs argue that the Operating Agreement limits the fiduciary duties owed in this
case. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment,
p. 20. Piper Ranch, however, never became subject to the Operating Agreement because it did
not accept the terms in conditions in writing, as required by the Operating Agreement. Angstman
Ajf., Ex. D.

The Operating Agreement states:
6.03 Admission of Substituted Members; Assignees
If any Member transfers such Member's Interest to a transferee in accordance
with Section 6.01 or 6.02, then such transferee shall be entitled to be admitted into
the Company as a substituted member and this Agreement shall be amended in
accordance with the Idaho Act to reflect such admission, provided that: (i) a
Majority-in-Interest ofthe non-transferring Members shall reasonably approve the
form and content of the instrument of transfer; (ii) the transferor and transferee
named therein shall execute and acknowledge such other instruments as a
Majority-in-Interest of the non-transferring Members may deem reasonably
necessary to effectuate such admission; (iii) the transferee in writing accepts
and adopts all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, as the same
may have been amended ...
Angstamn Ajf., Ex. D, p. 13 (emphasis added).
Because Piper Ranch did not sign a document accepting and adopting the Operating
Agreement, it is not bound by any limitation in fiduciary duties.
As to the business judgment rule, it cannot be said that intentionally and recklessly
withholding of material and relevant information relating to the status of the project can
constitute "good faith and honest belief." As such, the business judgment rule is completely
inapplicable to this case.
Clearly, the conduct described above in misrepresenting and failing to inform Piper
Ranch of the known material aspects of the Wandering Trails project are breaches of fiduciary
duties owed to Piper Ranch. Plaintiffs have failed to meet their burden on this claim, and their
Motion for Summary Judgment must fail.
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..
I.

Piper Ranch's Idaho Consumer Protection Act Claim

Plaintiffs claim that they are entitled to summary judgment on Defendants' Idaho
Consumer Protection Act claim based on the conclusory statement that "the actions alleged by
Piper Ranch either did not occur, were not untruthful, or are not violations of § 48-603."
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 22.
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Protection Act. Plaintiffs have failed to meet their burden on this claim and their Motion for
Summary Judgment should be denied.
J.

Piper Ranch's Failure of Consideration Claim

Lastly, the issue_ of Piper Ranch's failure of consideration claim was fully addressed in
Defendants Second Motion for Summary Judgment. For brevity and clarity, those arguments
will not be repeated here.
Moreover, the Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest is completely
ineffective because Piper Ranch was never properly admitted as a member or assignee, pursuant
to the Operating Agreement. The Operating Agreement requires that "(iii) the transferee in
writing accepts and adopts all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, as the same may
have been amended"). Angstman Aff., Ex. D.
Piper Ranch never accepted the terms of the operating agreement because it never did so
in writing as required. The Assignment of Limited Liability Company Interest does not state that
Piper Ranch is accepting the terms of the Operating Agreement, nor is there any other document
signed by Piper Ranch. As such, the alleged assignment was ineffective, Piper Ranch never
obtained a 25% interest in WTLLC, and the Assignment is unenforceable because of a failure of
consideration.
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"

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request that this Court deny Plaintiffs'
Motion for Summary Judgment in full.
DATED this 28th day of April, 2011.
DINIUS LAW

By:~~
Kevin E. Dinius
Michael J. Hanby II
Attorneys for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 28th day of April, 2011, a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon the following by:
Matthew T. Christensen
Angstman, Johnson & Associates, PLLC
3 649 Lakeshore Lane
Boise, Idaho 83703
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D
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US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile- No. 853-0117
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